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   Best-in-class productivity levels and off-road mobility.
   Outstanding fuel autonomy easily allows you  

to get through a full day of work.
   Unrestricted cab view provides extra safety & security.

To rent this vehicle & other models, contact:

1-844-933-4424
sales@cgequipment.com

Tiltrotators • Hydraulic Breakers • Compactors 
• Multi-Quick Processors • Pulverizers • Static Pulverizers 

• Shears • Screening Buckets • Sorting Grapples

1-877-640-2862
www.magnumattachments.com

MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY
FOR THE PROFIT END OF YOUR MACHINERY

Hydraulic Breakers / Compactors

www.essltd.com
since 1946

DISCOUNTS ON ALL ESCO BUCKETS FOR ALL MAKES !

Jim Walsh
jwalsh@essltd.com

416-358-3192
www.essltd.comjwalsh@essltd.com

• SALES   • PARTS   • SERVICE 

toplift.com 1-866-TOPLIFT 

TOPLIFT RENTALSTOPLIFT RENTALSTOPLIFT RENTALSTOPLIFT RENTALSTOPLIFT RENTALS

CRDCREIGHTON.COM

1-855-625-0941
sales@creightonrock.com

CUTS:
�asphalt
�cement
�rock

RWS400

UTILITY
WHEEL CUTTERS

RWE60
asphalt

UTILITY
WHEEL CU

RWE60RWE60

T600

sales@bmcdowell.comsales@bmcdowell.com
www.bmcdowell.com705-566-8190

416-770-7706

9 SHINY NEW CAT ROCK 
TRUCKS ADDED TO OUR 

RENTAL FLEET 25, 30 & 35 
TON READY TO ROLL!

See our ad on A8
SEE OUR AD
ON PAGE A6

Contact John or Mark at: 1-800-265-5747
or

Rosaire in Timmins at: 1-705-268-3311
www.marcelequipment.com

JOHN DEERE 772G (2015)
• 2,895 hours
• 6 – Wheel Drive
• 17.5R25 Snow – Ice Tires
• 14’ Moldboard
• Falls Snow Wing
• Front Lift Group
• Front Scari�er
• Front Push Blade is Avail.
• Factory Warranty til 05/21
• Price: $265,000. Cdn
• Other Graders Available

Sales, Rentals &
Rental Purchase

Quality, 
Reconditioned 

Equipment 
Since 1976

Consign Today! Consignment Commission Capped For Sellers

ONLINE HEAVY
EQUIPMENT & 

TRANSPORTATION
AUCTIONS

Barrie, ON
Tuesday, March 23rd

— UPCOMING AUCTIONS —

1-888-376-3155 • AllStarAuctions.ca
44 Line 9 South, Oro-Medonte, ON L0L 1T0

Wishing all our Customers a Happy, 
Healthy, Prosperous and Safe New Year

Jan 29th 12pm & 30th 9am: 
Industrial Equipment, 
Repos, Government &
Recreational Vehicles 

ONLINE AUCTIONS

EQUIPMENT RENTALS WITH HYDRAULIC ATTACHMENTS

aldenrents.com

7325 Regional Road #20 | Smithville, Ontario | L0R 2A0

CATERPILLAR • DOOSAN • LINK-BELT

1-800-268-0182
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To know more, call your Toromont sales rep now.
(416) 667-5511  |  toromontcat.com

THEY ARE SMALL 
BUT THEY ARE 
COMING IN 
STRONG!

The NEW small excavators  
313, 313 GC, 315, 315 GC, 317, 317 GC  
will soon be available at Toromont Cat.

Don’t be fooled by their size, they can do big 
jobs while being extremely versatile, giving you 
everything you need to do the work!
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Getting sorted
Adamo Group’s use of dedicated material 
handlers on demolition sites unlocked new 
opportunities for the contractor. Page A12
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Nowadays, uneasy is an easy 
feeling to come by. 

Within a few days of 2021, 
the perils of 2020 proved 
they were not contained by 
a calendar. 

Disease — and its associ-
ated deaths — continue to 
set new records, our friends 
stateside face new levels of 
civil unrest and here in On-
tario we’re told we can’t leave 
our homes. 

Things are not looking 
good. 

Yet, as I made my rounds 
on social media in mid-Janu-
ary (scrolling through posts 
of doom, gloom and rabid 
ideology) a rarity emerged 

— the retirement party of 
Charles Welch. 

Jerrell Rucker, a partner 
with Zellner Construction 
Services LLC, based in Mem-
phis, Tennessee posted a 
short video of Welch’s party 
to LinkedIn. 

Welch had worked for 

Zellner for nearly 50 years 
before deciding to retire — 
the company itself has been 
in operation for 54 years.

At the party, attended 
by family only, one of the 
three men standing around 
Welch hands the now-retiree 
a small box. 

“I guess they got you a 
gold watch for retiring. It’s 
probably a Rolex,” he said, 
as the trio tries to contain 
their smiles. 

The family dog makes a 
brief cameo to investigate the 
gift, as Welch unwraps the 
present to retrieve a scroll.

“A brand-new tr uck?” 
Welch asks after unravelling 
the scroll.

“A brand-new truck. You 
reckon that will work?” the 
man replies.  

Welch nods in agreement 
as he tears up, and begins 
to process the gift from his 
employer.  

“What do you give an em-

ployee that has worked and 
now retired from the com-
pany for almost 50 years, 
you surprise him with a new 
2020 Ford XLT pickup truck,” 
Rucker said in his video. 

It’s worth noting that Zell-
ner also covered the taxes 
associated with receiving 
the gift. 

Now, if you’re familiar 
with LinkedIn, you know its 
over�owing with posts about 
leadership, motivation and 
success. �is blows all those 
other posts out of the water, 
without even mentioning 
those words. 

That’s likely why its ac-
cumulated 3.2 million views 
and 7,000 comments.  

“This is the America I 
wanna live in,” one com-
menter explained. 

Nowadays, it’s rare for an 
employee to stay within the 
same industry, let alone 
the same company for �ve 
decades. It’s almost a rare 

as receiving a new truck as 
a retirement gift. 

The video itself is really 
symbolic of the ebb and �ow 
of the idealistic career, from 
the employee’s as well as the 
employer’s point of view. 

So, join me in saluting 
the generosity of Zellner, 
and wishing Mr. Welch the 
opportunity to put many 
miles on that new truck.  

Contractor shows there’s still normalcy despite the new normal

Bill Tremblay // Editor
editor@equipmentjournal.com
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Caterpillar’s next genera-
tion 349 excavator offers 
contractors up to 45 per cent 
more operating efficiency 
up to 10 per cent more fuel 
e�ciency, and up to 15 per 
cent less maintenance costs 
compared to its predecessor, 
the 349F.

Fuel e�ciency is work per 
unit of fuel, and the 349 ex-
cavator does more work per 
unit than the 349F.

�e new smart mode sys-
tem automatically matches 
engine and hydraulic power 
to digging conditions, which 
reduces fuel consumption 
and optimizes performance. 
�e excavator’s engine speed 
automatically lowers when 
hydraulic demand decreases, 
further reducing fuel usage.

�e cooling system features 
a new on-demand fan that’s 
designed to operate only 
when required, saving fuel 
and ensuring maximum ef-
�ciency. An available reverse 
function assists with clean-
ing debris from the cooling 
cores — another advantage 
for e�ciency.

�e new electrohydraulic 
control system is built for re-
sponsiveness and e�ciency.  
Its main control valve elimin-
ates the need for pilot lines, 
reduces pressure losses and 
lowers fuel consumption. As 
well, fewer hydraulic lines 
result in less required oil and 
lower long-term operating 
costs.

�e 349 has the industry’s 
highest level of standard fac-
tory-installed technology, 
according to Caterpillar, to 
enable the improved oper-
ating efficiency, including 
Cat Grade with 2D. �e sys-
tem gives operators visual 
guidance to grade via the 
standard touchscreen mon-
itor so they are able to make 
more accurate cuts. �e sys-
tem is readily upgradeable 
to Cat Grade with Advanced 
2D or Cat Grade with 3D for 
enhanced accuracy.

Grade Assist automates 
boom and bucket movements 
to help operators of all skill 
levels improve their results.    

Cat Payload helps operators 
increase loading efficiency 
with on-the-go weighing. Re-
al-time payload estimates 
can be calculated without 
swinging to help prevent 
overloading and under-

loading trucks.
Lift Assist quickly calculates 

the weight of the actual load 
being lifted and compares 
the result to the rated capab-
ility of the excavator. Visual 
and auditory alerts indicate 
whether the machine is with-
in a safe working range.

E-Fence prevents the ex-
cavator from moving outside 
operator-de�ned points. �is 
helps protect the machine, 
underground utilities and 
other objects from damage.

Cat Product Link provides 
a constant stream of wireless 
information available via the 
online VisionLink interface, 
allowing machine man-
agers in the o�ce to quickly 
evaluate critical operating 
information.

With a deluxe cab package, 
the 349 excavator is designed 
to provide operators with 
maximum comfort and safety. 

Performance-enhancing 
features like keyless pushbut-
ton start, large touchscreen 
monitor with jog dial keys 
for control and a sound-sup-
pressed rollover protective 
structure (ROPS) are standard 
features.

�e 349 excavator cab also 
includes:

  · Tilt-up console that allows 
easy cab entry and exit.

  · Advanced viscous cab 
mounts that reduce vibra-
tion by 50 per cent.

  · Bluetooth integrated radio 
with USB ports.

  · Automatic climate control.

  · Programmable joystick 
buttons that allow setting 
control patterns and hy-
draulic response rates.

  · Large front, rear and 
side windows along with 
standard rearview and 
right-hand-side cameras.

  · An optional 360-de-
gree-visibility package.

Extended and synchron-
ized maintenance intervals 
contribute to the 349’s lower 
long-term costs. �e new Cat 
air filter with an integrated 
pre-cleaner and primary and 
secondary filters provides 
double the dust-holding cap-
acity of the previous design.

As well, the new Cat hy-
draulic return filter has a 
3,000-hour service life, which 
is a 50 per cent increase over 
previous filters. The excav-

ator’s fuel system �lters are 
synchronized for service at 
1,000 hours.  

Barrie, Ontario

1-877-625-9677

QUALITY ATTACHMENTS

Shaw Bros. is proud to be the new exclusive 
Canadian Distributors Gyru-Star compact 
screening systems.

These bucket type attachments are used 
primarily for screening soil, compost 
and aggregates and bring an affordable, 
high quality and performance screening 
solution, with low or zero maintenance, to 
the compact attachment market.

• Augers
• Breakers
• Brush Cutters
• Buckets
• Compactors
• Demolition
• Forest Mulcher
• Grapples

• Quick 
Couplers

• Rippers
• Compactors
• Rubber Tracks
• Thumbs
• Screw Pile 

Drivers

ATTACHMENTS FOR
ALL YOUR EXCAVATOR

NEEDS AND SO
MUCH MORE!

www.shawbros.ca 
info@shawbros.ca

Caterpillar debuts the next generation 349 excavator

1-800-201-3346 • www.wackerneuson.com

Wacker Neuson’s dual view dumpers are turning heads in the construction industry by bringing a new 
perspective to material handling. The unique design allows the entire operator’s console to swivel 
180º, keeping the task at hand front and center. The DV dumpers provide optimal visibility, regardless 
of the working direction or payload size, and eliminate time-consuming maneuvering, especially in 
confined areas, saving time and fuel.  Take a spin today! Contact your local Wacker Neuson dealer.

Sontrac Equipment            1490 Dunning Road, Ottawa, ON, K4C 1P9 613-833-2504 www.sontracequipment.com

BEC Equipment                           1780 Bonhill Rd, Mississauga, ON, L5T 1C8 647-558-3083 www.becequipment.ca

Coleman Equipment Inc.                                              3541 Trussler Rd New Dundee, ON, N0B 2E0 519-696-2213 www.coleman-equipment.com

Construction Equipment Co. (Sault) Inc.                                   1245 Great Northern Rd, Sault Ste. Marie, ON, P6B 0B9 705-942-8500 www.cec-ssm.com

Frontier Sales & Equipment  7213 Line 86, Wallenstein, ON, N0B 2S0 519-669-8709 www.frontierequipsales.com

Brownlee Equipment                                         332416 Hwy 11 N, Earlton ON, P0J 1E0 705-563-2212 www.bequip.ca 

McGill Equipment         300 Midwest Rd, Scarborough, ON, M1P 3A9 416-751-4455 www.mcgillequipment.com

McGill Equipment         9 Ferndale Drive N, Barrie, ON, L4N 9V4  705-503-7732 www.mcgillequipment.com

EDGE 1 Equipment Rentals                                            330 Fruitland Rd, Hamilton, ON, L8E 5M8 800-216-6663 www.edge1.ca

Oliveira Equipment  147 Queen St. N, Tilbury, ON, N0P 2L0 226-216-0887 www.oliveiraequipment.com

A.S.E. Equipment                                                               8503 Wellington Road 18, Fergus, ON, N1M 2W5 519-843-1161 www.aseequipment.ca

Hood Equipment Canada                                           14 Haniak Road, Rosslyn, ON, P7K 0C8 807-939-2641 www.hoodequipmentcompany.net

Oneida New Holland                                                          634 Fourth Line, Caledonia, ON, N3W 2B3 905-765-5011 www.oneidanewholland.com

Mark McCabe Tractor Sales Limited                               77 Sunnywood Rd. Lindsay, ON, K9V 4R5 705-799-2868 www.mccaberepair.com
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LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA
Contact John or Mark at:

1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123
Email: sales@marcelequipment.com

Rosaire in Timmins at: 705-268-3311

VIEW our Complete Inventory at: www.marcelequipment.com

VOLVO A40G (2014) - 7,656 Hours
NEW 29.5R25 Tires recently installed, auto greaser, 

rear camera, tailgate included, Warranty,
Very Straight Truck.

$319,000

Reconditioned/Rebuilt CAT 816F’s
Choice of 8 

  All Needed Reconditioning Completed, Work Ready 
with Warranty.

$CALL 

KOMATSU WA500-7 (2014) - 12,815 Hours
Hi-Capacity Arrangement, 9.8 CY Bkt, Additional 
CTWT, NEW 875/65R29 Tires, Joystick/Steering 

Wheel Steer.

$250,000

JOHN DEERE 872G (2013) - 5,840 Hours
6x6, Snow Wing, 17.5R25 Snow – Ice Tires, 

Front Lift Group, Frt & Rear Fenders,
Work Ready.

CAT 730 (2012) - 10,614 HOURS
Secondary Steering, Hydraulic Disc Brakes, Retarder, 
750/65R25 Wide Tires, 6x6 Traction, 100% Differential 

Lock on All Axles, Warranty.

KOMATSU WA500-7 (2015) - 7,595 Hours
8 CY Bkt, Auto Grease, Joystick/Steering Wheel 

Steer, Ride Control, Rear View Camera.

$325,000

JOHN DEERE 872G (2013) - 6,240 Hours
Steer Wheel, 14’ Blade, 17.5R25 Snow/Ice Tires, 

6 Wheel Drive,
Falls Snow Wing, Rear Ripper, Fenders.

$245,000

$255,000

CAT D8T LGP (2017)
3685 Hours - Idle Hours: 1608, Auto Reverse 
Cooling Fan, 38" ES Track Pads, CAT SU Blade 
with Tilt, High Speed Oil Change. Warranty.

$750,000
CAT D8T (2014) - 6,110 Hours

24" Pads, CAT SU Blade with Tilt, SS Ripper 
with Pin Puller, Winch or Counterweight Draw-

bar Available, Fuel Tank Guard. Warranty.

$455,000

CAT 815F (2000) - 12,256 Hours
Cab, AC, S Blade w Tilt, NEW Soil Compactor

Tips, Wheel Tip Cleaners, Very Good Unit. 
For Rent or Sale.

$185,000

CAT D6N LGP (2015) - 3,400 Hours
6 Way PAT Blade, Pre-Wired for Grade Control - 
Accugrade Ready, 33" Pads, Powershift Winch 

available. Warranty.

$255,000

CAT 730C2 (2017) - 2,230 Hours
Secondary Steering, Powershift /Autoshift 
Transmission, 750/65R25 Wide Tires, Rear View 

Camera, Heated Mirrors. Warranty.

$425,000
CAT 972M (2014)

9,777 Hours – 2723 Idle Hours, AC, Autogrease, 
Rear View Camera, 6.25 CY Bucket, Stick Steer, 
Ride Control, 26.5x25 Tires, Used in Stockpile 

Application.

$199,000

VOLVO A30F (2012) - 6,500 Hours
Warranty, Exhaust Retarder,

750/65R25 Radial Tires, Heated Box, Tailgate is 
Available, Rear View Camera, Very Straight.

$275,000
CAT 730C (2015) - 5,500 Hours

AC, Block Heater, 750/65R25 Flotation Tires, Rear 
Cab Screen, Rear View Camera, Heated Mirrors.

From $299,000

CAT D7E (2012) - 3,554 Hours
Differential Steer, 26" Pads, Semi U Blade, Choice of 
Winch, Ripper or Drawbar, Grade Control Joystick, 
Rear Camera. Exceptionally Clean Unit. Warranty.

$265,000 $255,000
CAT D6N LGP (2016) - 3,835 Hours

6 Way PAT Blade, Ripper Ready, Rear 
Auxiliary Hydraulics,  Accu-grade Ready, SALT 

Undercarriage, 33" Pads, Warranty.

Since 1976

SALES, RENTALS 
& 

RENTAL PURCHASE

UNITS SOLD WITH WARRANTY
WE ALSO RENT EQUIPMENT

CONTACT MARK or JOHN
1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123

CAT D6T LGP (2012) - 4,920 Hours
6 Way Blade, NEW CAT U/C, 31" Pads, Grade Control 
Ready, Counterweight, Ripper and Winch are 
Available, Cat Dealer Maintained. Warranty.

$276,000

$210,000 LOCATED IN TIMMINS
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CK Power has announced 
it has acquired Terramac, 
a manufacturer of rubber 
track crawler carriers, e�ect-
ive January 1. 

�e acquisition will allow 
CK Power to expand its 
equipment offerings and 
capabilities with Terramac 
carriers in North America, 
while growing their footprint 
in various energy markets. 

“We see tremendous value 
in the Terramac product 
line,” said Clayton Costello, 
vice president of marketing 
and corporate strategy at CK 
Power. 

“Terramac carriers are rug-
ged and durable machines 
that are modernizing remote 
access construction across an 
in�nite number of markets. 
We’re con�dent our acqui-
sition will result in o�ering 
more productivity for our 
customers, while strength-
ening our partnerships.” 

�e integration of the two 
companies is already under-
way. In a news release, CK 
Power said Terramac will 
continue to operate under 
its existing brand and base 
location in Elburn, Illinois. 
Current infrastructure and 
the Terramac dealer network 
will leverage CK Power’s 
knowledge and expertise in 
manufacturing and distri-
bution. 

Terramac crawler carriers 
are sold through a full dealer 
network in the United States 
and Canada, which offers 
customers easy-to-locate 
parts and service through-
out the world. �e units can 
be customized with support 
equipment to serve many 
industries such as pipeline, 
utility, mining, environment-
al and general construction. 

The crawler carriers are 
manufactured in North 
America, and began in 2011 
when the �rst mid-sized RT9 
carrier debuted. 

“Terramac has a strong 
reputation for providing ver-
satile off-road equipment 
solutions to a variety of in-

dustries,” said Matt Slater, 
vice president of sales and 
marketing at Terramac. 

“We’re excited for this ac-
quisition as it will expand 
our opportunities for growth 
from a manufacturing and 
distribution standpoint, 
while enhancing our cus-
tomer service.” 

CK Power, based in St. 
Louis, Missouri, is a provider 
of power solutions with more 
than 90 years of experience 
serving various industries. 
�eir mission to continually 
expand and improve prod-
uct offerings is supported 
by a professional staff and 
achieved through strong core 
values. 

SMI BK-3200 new augers, new impeller, 
bad motor (parts only). $11,500.

1997 RPM TECH P-3500 dump blower, 
Cummins KT-450. $59,000

1999 VOHL DV-4000, louder mount, 
J.D. diesel $65,000.

1983 WESTERN STAR,  6x6, 
Cummins 270 HP, 18-46 axles, good 
condition!  $57,000.

1987 FORD F-700,  4x4, GM Diesel, 
long frame, good condition. $14,000.

1975 CAT 14G, good runner.   
 $57,500.

1981 OSHKOSH R, c/w CAT 825 HP 
rear eng, 400 hours, 5000 tph capacity. 
 $85,000.

1990 SMI 5250A c/w 2 GM diesels, front 
& rear, 2000 T.P.H., very clean, low hrs.  
 $65,000.

SMI 7200 ribbon blower, rebuilt 1997 
G.M. V-12.  $48,500.

1978 SMI 5250, GM - GM, low hours, 
fresh paint.  $39,500.

1979 SMI 5250 GM-GM, single cab, 
good condition. $39,000.

2011 PRINOTH SIDEWALK TRACTOR, 
new plow and blower. $48,500.

1996 SMI 8400, 4000 tons per hour, 
G.M - G.M, 710 hp. $105,000

1983 VOHL DV-4000, J.D. motor, tel-
chute. $44,500

1979 SMI BM-2200 GM-453, low 
hours, ex-municipality.  $23,500.

450-437-8848
HARDING

SNOW 
TIME!hardingequipment@sympatico.ca

FAX: 450-430-5352

Terramac acquired by CK Power
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SERVICE 
YOU CAN COUNT ON!

WE ARE YOUR SOURCE FOR 
PARTS

BMCDOWELL.COM FOR FULL LIST OF EQUIPMENT

2012 KAWASAKI 80ZV, Cummin eng. 
198 hp, Cat Fusion Q/C, 4 cu.yd. bkt 
avail., ride control, stk #B110-156

2016 CAT 926M, Cat C7.1 Acert 155 
hp turbo diesel-4 spd, cold weather pkg, 
new HLA SnowWing bld, stk# B110-198 

RENT ME

2013 CAT 140M2, 14’ moldboard, air
ride seat, joystick, pre-wired for grade
control, ront scarifier, st  

RENT ME

2016 MOROOKA MST-1500VD,
Cat 7.1 eng., max load 15,435lbs,
dump ed , st  

RENT ME

2012 CAT D6N LGP,   lade, 
ccu rade read , inc ,  s oes,  st  

B130-77

RENT ME

2013 KOMATSU D85EX-15E0, 
hp diesel eng., palm cntrl, Allied
W8L winch 80,000lbs, stk# B130-88

BUY/RENT ME

2012 CAT D8T, Cat C15 acert diesel 
eng, accugrade ready, 4 BBL single 
shank ripper, good U/C, stk  

RENT ME

2016 CAT D6NXL, Cat C7.1 Acert diesel 
 p, ier , ripper read ,  , 

cold weather pkg, stk# R130-1004

RENT ME

2021 CAT 730 (1 of 2), Cat C13 diesel 
en ,  ton pa load, st  

RENT ME

LINK-BELT 350 X3,  oom,  
arm, stk #R160-10 ALSO AVAIL: LINK-
BELT 210 X2, 240 X2,470 X3

RENT ME

Hammers

Compact Equipment

Wheel Loaders Air Compressors

Trailers/FloatsCompaction

OEM PARTS 
& SERVICE

BRAND NEW LINK-BELTS 80X3 SPIN ACE, 
130X2, 160X3, 210X2, 210X3, 350X3, 350X4

BUY ME

• NEW
• USED
• PARTS
• SERVICE
• GTA/SUDBURY
• SINCE 1968

416.770.7706  or  705.566.8190
www.bmcdowell.com / sales@bmcdowell.com

BUY/RENT ME

�e new Doosan DX800LC-7 excavator, the 
company’s largest model to-date, is now 
available in North America. 

The DX800LC-7 features an operating 
weight of 82,100 kg, and is powered by a 
Tier 4 emission-compliant 539 hp engine.

Equipped with four power modes and 
four work modes, DX800LC-7 has a bucket 
breakout force of 70,107 foot-pounds, a 
maximum digging depth of 8.5 metres and 
a maximum digging reach of 13 metres. 

The crawler excavator’s size makes it 
ideal for pit and quarry customers. It’s also 
well-suited as a large machine for heavy 
construction and infrastructure work. �e 
DX800LC-7 can e�ciently remove overbur-
den and load large amounts of material into 
trucks at quarries. On construction sites, the 
machine excavates, stockpiles or loads large 
amounts of material. 

Doosan prioritized durability and reliabil-
ity in the DX800LC-7 excavator. �e unique 
double-boom foot design improves stress 
distribution to reduce single-side wear and 
maintain machine uptime. �e design also 
allows customers to more easily assemble 
or disassemble the boom for transportation.

DX800LC-7 customers can choose between 
three excavator arm options — standard 
arm, long arm or mass-excavation arm. 
�e arm selections are designed to match 
the machine to the job, so the excavator 
doesn’t waste power. All three excavator 
arm con�gurations include a heavy-duty 
front design with additional reinforcement 
on key stress points.

The excavator’s crossed design swing 
bearing supports stress distribution for 
machine uptime protection. Attention was 
given to improving wear points — boosting 
the machine’s reliability and keeping it 
running longer.

�e excavator’s exclusive D-ECOPOWER 
system helps to improve productivity and 
reduce fuel consumption. The hydraulic 
system precisely controls oil �ow and opti-
mizes the engine’s available horsepower. 
�e system’s e�ciency not only improves 
productivity, but saves on machine fuel con-
sumption. �e feature is currently available 
on the DX350LC-5 excavator and will soon 
be standard on additional models.

Operators can choose between two modes: 
boom and swing. �is allows operators to 
adjust the machine to best match the job 
at hand, giving priority to boom or swing 
movements. Boom priority is ideal in harsh 
conditions, such as digging over the front or 
dumping over the side of the machine. Swing 
priority works best in normal or light-duty 
digging situations.

Comfort features
As soon as operators step into the cab, 

they will appreciate the push-button start 
and high-quality interior �t and �nish. �e 
DX800LC-7 cab includes a 20-cm touch 
screen LCD monitor for high visibility and 
easy access. Ergonomic adjustments such as 

the newly designed foot pedals and heated 
seats make long days more enjoyable for 
excavator operators.

As well, operators can con�gure the short-
cut button on the joystick to their liking. 
�ey can adjust the wipers, mute the audio 
or control the camera. �e button can also 
be used to activate the optional intelligent 
�oating boom feature. �is small enhance-
ment helps to increase operator e�ectiveness 
and keep the operator’s hand on the controls.

Furthermore, the DX800LC-7 can be out-
�tted with an optional 360-degree all-around 
view system. �e birds-eye perspective gives 
operators additional views so they can pos-
ition the excavator in the ideal location for 
the job. Four cameras and multiple sensors 
provide input to a second display screen in 
the cab.

Additional DX800LC-7 excavator options 
include a hydraulic removable counter-
weight, which is helpful if the customer 
needs to transport the machine. An optional 
auto-lube system makes daily maintenance 
simple and enhances uptime protection. 

Additional machine options include the 
following:

· Two-way auxiliary hydraulic �ow.

· Cab guarding.

· Additional work lamps.

· Rotating beacon.

· Straight travel.

DoosanCONNECT 
The DX800LC-7 comes with unlimited 

access to the DoosanCONNECT telematics 
system. �e system allows equipment owners 
and fleet managers to remotely monitor 
machine location, hours, fuel usage, engine 
idle versus work time and error codes, as 
well as engine and hydraulic temperatures. 
Machines can be monitored via an online 
account. 

In addition, Doosan dealers can provide 
improved customer support using the system 
by responding to machine warning messages 
and alerts, troubleshooting machine issues 
and then sending a �eld service vehicle to 
help with repairs and deliver the proper 
parts. 

Doosan’s largest and most powerful 
excavator is now available
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Engcon is adding additional 
smart features on its tiltro-
tators' quick coupler. The 
quick coupler was previously 
adapted for installation of 
the detachable GRD grab 
cassette and SWD rotating 
sweeper. 

Engcon now replaces near-
ly all the hoses in the quick 
coupler under the tiltrota-
tor with a simple modular 
system. The new hose-free 
design reduces wear and 
maintenance needs, increas-
es service life and �exibility, 
which makes it easier for 
both customer, reseller and 
service partner. 

As well, the revamped 
quick coupler is modular, 
with only two hoses remain-
ing for the locking cylinder. 
It will now be easier to in-
stall Engcon's EC-Oil quick 
coupler system in the lower 
bracket, as the hydraulic 
blocks are now bolted dir-
ectly into a distribution block 
without any hoses.

�e new design makes it 
simpler to install and retro-
�t hydraulic extra outlets to 
Engcon's detachable tools. 

“With the new modular 
system, it becomes easier to 
maintain, supplement and 
replace components in the 
coupler,” said Fredrik Jons-
son, development manager 
at Engcon. “You get rid of 

almost all the hoses, that 
otherwise can be quite de-
manding to replace in a tight 
tool bracket.” 

EC-Oil compatible 
The new modular and 

hose-free design also means 
an upgrade to the high-�ow 
swivel, which gets larger 
channels for increased hy-
draul ic  f low.  A value d 
function for those who need 
oil capacity, for example to 
operate a flail mower, or 
similar tools by choosing to 
directly feed one of the extra 
outlets, without the need to 
go through valves.

“�anks to the possibility 
to get both the quick coupler 
system and manual extra out-
lets in the same bracket, our 
customers can now choose to 
use their existing hydraulic 
tools with EC-Oil or manual 
couplings,” Jonsson said. 

“What is unique about our 
system is that the custom-
er can start with a simple 
solution and then build on 
it themselves as and when 
there is a need for new tools 
for new assignments. It will 
also be very easy for the re-
tailer to stock a basic product 
that can be easily adapted to 
the customer’s wishes.”

E n g c o n ' s  h o s e - f r e e 
quick coupler is available 
worldwide, and has been 

developed for EC209, EC214, 
EC219, EC226 and EC233 til-
trotators. Engcon plans to 

release the quick coupler for 
sizes EC206 and EC204 in the 
near future. 

John Deere is now in early 
Phase 1 of development of its 
�rst electric backhoe.

Deere announced it is 
partnering with National 
Grid, an electricity, natural 
gas and clean energy deliv-
ery company serving more 
than 20 million people in the 
United States, to being joint 
testing of the manufacturer’s 
electric backhoe concept. 

T h e  J o h n  D e e r e - d e -
veloped E-Power backhoe 
is a battery-powered, elec-
tric vehicle design that will 
target the ease of operation 
and performance level of 
the diesel-powered, 100 hp 
310L Backhoe. 

The electric design will  
provide substantially lower 
daily operating costs, lower 

jobsite noise, enhanced ma-
chine reliability and zero 
emissions. 

“We are excited to work 
with National Grid, a leader 
in promoting clean energy 
solutions, to test the John 
Deere electric backhoe 
design in real-world con-
ditions,” said Jason Daly, 
global director of production 
systems, technology and 
marketing at John Deere. 

“John Deere is committed 
to developing innovative, 
robustly tested and reliable 
equipment for our custom-
ers, unlocking measurable 
value through the incorpor-
ation of smart technology 
solutions in our machines. 
�is project is another step-
ping stone in our backhoe 

innovation journey, in-
tended to lead to subsequent 
electrification testing and 
design re�nement.”

The testing period will 
al low National  Grid to 
expand its use of electric 
equipment on jobsites, re-
affirming its commitment 
to leading the industry in 
the use of clean and resilient 
energy solutions.

“National Grid is one of 
only two energy compan-
ies in the US to add electric 
backhoes to their �eets,” said 
Badar Khan, president of 
National Grid, US. 

“We are excited to work 
with John Deere to take an 
important step in electrify-
ing our company vehicles, 
which could be revolu-

tionary for our industry. 
Decarbonizing transpor-
tation remains a challenge 
in the journey to net zero 
and we’re hopeful that 
bringing on more electri-
�ed heavy-duty vehicles and 
equipment will help us make 
signi�cant progress.” 

Sales •Rentals •Service

ON Mississauga • Washago • Sudbury • Timmins • Ottawa QC Boisbriand • Lévis NB Moncton NS Dartmouth

Call: 1-855-625-0941•CRDCREIGHTON.COM

DYNAMIC DUODYNAMIC DUODXR
Demolition
Robots
All models fit
through a
32”opening

Dump
Carts

All models
designed for
tight spaces

The Electric
Power House of

Demolition

We Sell
Used Equipment

& Trucks

KINGSTON, ONTARIO

VISIT

morgan-diesel.com
FOR OUR COMPLETE INVENTORY

USED PARTS
FOR HEAVY EQUIPMENT & TRUCKS

1-800-267-0633

John Deere begins electric 
backhoe testing

Engcon’s smarter quick coupler
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ALBERTA
BROWN’S INDUSTRIAL SALES
780-875-2339
doosandealers.com/Lloydminster

DOOSAN OF THE PEACE
780-538-0791
doosandealers.com/Grande-Prairie

ONTARIO
BOBCAT OF HAMILTON LTD.
905-643-3177
doosandealers.com/Stoney-Creek

C G EQUIPMENT 
519-826-0550
doosandealers.com/Guelph

519-236-4934 
doosandealers.com/Zurich

EASTROCK EQUIPMENT INC. 
613-737-3963
doosandealers.com/Ottawa

G F PRESTON SALES & SERVICE
705-384-5368
doosandealers.com/Sundridge

HARTINGTON EQUIPMENT
613-372-2744
doosandealers.com/Hartington

ITEC 2000 EQUIPMENT
807-768-8584
doosandealers.com/Rosslyn

READYQUIP SALES & SERVICE LTD.
705-268-7600
doosandealers.com/Timmins

STRATTON EQUIPMENT COMPANY
807-483-7777
doosandealers.com/Stratton

MANITOBA
AGCON EQUIPMENT
204-255-4772
doosandealers.com/Springfield-MB 

NEW BRUNSWICK
PAUL EQUIPMENT AND SONS
506-826-3289
doosandealers.com/Balmoral

506-449-3289
doosandealers.com/Fredericton

BRITISH COLUMBIA
DOOSAN OF THE PEACE
250-785-1197
doosandealers.com/Fort-St.-John

WESTERRA EQUIPMENT 
604-850-7313
doosandealers.com/Abbotsford

250-314-3600
doosandealers.com/Kamloops

250-716-0443 
doosandealers.com/Nanaimo

WILLIAMS MACHINERY
250-563-0181
doosandealers.com/Prince-George

QUEBEC
ÉQUIPEMENTS PLANNORD
BELOEIL 
450-464-8000
doosandealers.com/fr/Beloeil

SAINT-AUGUSTIN-DE-DESMAURES
418-878-4007
doosandealers.com/fr/St.-Augustin-de-Desmaures

NORTHWEST  
TERRITORIES
RON’S AUTO SERVICE LTD. 
867-766-6025
doosandealers.com/Yellowknife

SASKATCHEWAN
BOBCAT OF REGINA, LTD. 
306-347-7600
doosandealers.com/Regina

EARTHWORKS EQUIPMENT 
CORPORATION
306-931-7880
doosandealers.com/Saskatoon

YUKON
DOOSAN OF WHITEHORSE
867-633-4426
doosandealers.com/Whitehorse

Your local Doosan® dealer is your source for sales, parts and service.

Find the one nearest you at
doosanequipment.com  Doosan® and the Doosan logo are registered trademarks of Doosan Corp. in the United States and various other countries around the world.  

© 2021 Doosan Infracore North America, LLC. All rights reserved.

SOLD NEAR YOU.

Authorized Doosan Dealers
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McCloskey International’s 
new RF80 and RF80R mobile 
feeder stackers are designed 
to be the largest and most 
productive in their category. 

The RF80 feeder stacker 
facilitates the handling and 
stockpiling of materials in-
cluding, but not limited to, 
aggregates, coal, construc-
tion and demolition waste, 
sand and gravel, topsoil and 
compost. 

All materials can be fed into 
the large feed hopper with 
large loaders and excavators, 
while variable speed prevents 
material from building up, 
allowing for more controlled 
�ow of material.

�e RF80 is equipped with 
a 24.4-metre-long main con-
veyor with a 1-metre wide 
belt, and is capable of achiev-
ing production rates of up 
to 800 tonnes per hour. �e 
feeder stacker also features 
a hydraulically adjustable 
discharge height of up to 10 
metres. 

Both the RF80 and the 
radial RF80R stackers are 
designed for low-level rear 
feeding, making them more 
accessible for various loader 
sizes. Rear feeding can also be 
advantageous in applications 
where space is constrained.

Equipped with 4 metre 
tracks, the mobility of the 

RF80 ensures the machine 
is versatile on-site. When 
moving from site-to-site, the 
RF80 can be compacted for 
transport on a low loader re-
ducing costs and logistics. As 
well, the hydraulic folding 
heading section minimizes 
setup time.

The RF80 is powered by 
a 127 hp Caterpillar engine, 
and includes a dual hydraulic 
main drive system, as well as a 
fuel e�cient and user friendly 
hydraulic system.

�e RF80 also o�ers several 
options to align the equip-
ment to the requirements of 
the operator, including:

· Complete remote func-
tionality.

· Various hopper liners.

· Head scraper upgrade.

· Full skirting on main con-
veyor.

�e mobile feeder stacker 
is available in dual power and 
diesel/hydraulic.

�e RF80 adds a versatile 
and mobile solution to the 
McCloskey range of feeder 
stackers.

McCloskey engineers have 
extensive experience in the 
design, manufacture and 
maintenance of products 
and as such ensure each is 
suited to the requirements 
of its customers. 

�is year marks the 100th anniversary of Autocar's pur-
pose-built vocational trucks. 

Today, the new Autocar creates custom-engineered 
OEM trucks, collaborating with customers in waste and 
recycling, terminal tractors, construction and concrete, 
road maintenance as well as military support.

After the debut of Autocar No. 1, a single-cylinder gaso-
line-powered tricycle in 1897, Autocar and its founder Louis 
Semple Clarke saw a need to develop custom-engineered 
trucks to provide purpose-built tools for demanding com-
mercial and municipal customers. 

By 1921, Autocar o�ered three truck models with capaci-
ties ranging from 1.5 tons to 6 tons, various wheelbases and 
conventional and engine-under-the-seat designs.

“Knowing that the Autocar brand represents 100 years of 
dedication to the vocational truck industry, we at Autocar 
truly understand the challenges that go into building 
heavy-duty trucks that are always up,” said Tim �ornton, 
Autocar's vice president of strategy and commercialization. 

According to Autocar, its approach to truck development 
is unique in the industry. �ey start by collaborating with 
customers to spec the right tool for the job. From there, 
the vehicle is custom-built using pre-engineered parts, all 
designed for a speci�c application. 

“From the brand’s inception in 1897 to becoming a major 
supplier of trucks for the military effort in the Second 
World War and to the trucks we produce now, we operate 
today under one mission. We take pride in our focus on 
severe-duty, vocational trucks, being very collaborative and 
o�ering exceptional service to our customers,” said James 
Johnston, president of Autocar.

�rough its 100-year history, Autocar pioneered a con-
tinuous stream of industry-shaping innovations and today 
is the only brand of Class-8 severe-duty cab-over trucks that 
are both made in the United States and American-owned. 
Today, Autocar builds four models of custom-engineered, 
severe-duty trucks and has regained positions in several 
vocational segments.

In 2020, Autocar introduced its new DC series truck 
models. �e DC-64D is engineered speci�cally for the de-
mands of a dump truck and general construction use. �e 
DC-64M is purpose built for mixers, with specialized frame 
rails, suspension, cab and electrical features to withstand 
the challenges of mixer operations. 

E-mail: usedparts@brandt.ca   eBay Store: valueparts.ca 
Inventory: brandt.ca/ValueParts 1-877-685-4886

Current stock for motor graders
Parts available for all Deere models and 

generations as well as Caterpillar 16M and 24M!

Aftermarket:
Moldboards, cab glass, steps, 
& more...

Refurbished:
Circle drive gearboxes, HFWD hubs, 
transfer drop boxes, & more...
Circle drive gearboxes, HFWD hubs, 

Used:
Rims, circle assemblies, sheet 
metal, & more...

We are your complete radiator and heat 
exchanger maintenance servicing 
company.

www.ringrad.com

Specialized in servicing these industries:

• Heavy equipment
• Generators
• Locomotive
• Industrial
• Marine

For over 50 years we have serviced, built and designed 
heat exchangers, radiators and cooling systems for 
various applications including Caterpillar, Cummins, 
MTU, Mitsubishi, Kohler, Detriot, Wuakesha, 
compressors, pumps, oil field equipment, steam 
condensers and process cooling.

Call now to speak with one of 
our heat exchanger experts!

(905) 458-9134

LEADERS
IN THE

REPAIR OF
INDUSTRIAL
RADIATORS

AND HEAT
EXCHANGERS

America’s oldest truck brand marks the 100-year milstone of its vocational truck series

A century of Autocar vocational trucks

McCloskey’s new mobile feeder 
stackers are large, but accessible
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“How could we have missed this for so long?”
Richard Adamo and his team still feel a little irked they 

did not bring purpose-built material handlers into their 
demolition business sooner than they did. 

Adamo is the third-generation president of the De-
troit-based Adamo Group. The company has been in the 
demolition industry for more than 50 years, taking on large 
decommissioning projects throughout the United States 
and Canada. 

However, he still shakes his head ruefully at the days 
before he began building his fleet of Sennebogen material 
handlers to extract scrap metal from demolition debris and 
to load the material into trucks and barges.

With the new equipment, Adamo has created a valu-
able new revenue stream, increased loading and logistics 
efficiency and improved relations with landfill operators.

Unrealized revenue
Like many demolition contractors, Adamo was accus-

tomed to using long-reach excavators to tear down structures, 
and then machines with a grapple picked through the 
debris. It was in 2004 that the firm first experimented with 
attaching a magnet to an excavator to pull out rebar and 
other ferrous scrap from the piles of rubble.

“We were floored by the amount of scrap we were re-
covering,” Adamo said. 

At the time, he had a team working on an automotive 
factory project, with a large volume of metal in the struc-
tures.  In one job, metal recovery added significant revenue 
to Adamo’s bottom line.

“Look at the recovery we can get – all this material we’ve 
been sending to the landfill, picked as clean as you can get 
it,” he said.  

A new method for maging
A short time later, Adamo purchased a used material 

handler and decided to “give it a shot at maging the site.” 
Maintaining that machine proved to be problematic. 

However, it demonstrated the advantages of replacing 
excavators with purpose-built material handlers. It was 
just a question of finding the right material handler for 
the application.

This is when Alta Equipment connected Adamo to its 
Sennebogen line-up of material handlers. 

“I attended an open house at Alta and I saw an 821 M on 
their lot. I thought ‘That’s really cool. I’m really interested 
in that machine. It’s a good little unit; very mobile; it could 
suit a specific need,” he said. 

Adamo had two priorities in mind when he saw the 821: 
mobility and dealer support. 

The ability to transport equipment efficiently is a key 
point in planning. 

Larger sites also call for machines that travel quickly 
between work zones under their own power. As well, as in 
any major project, reliability through long operating shifts 
is essential to meet deadlines.  

“Sennebogen made a great decision when they partnered 
up with Alta,” Adamo said. 

“The dealer support is through the roof. We have had no 
issues with downtime or parts availability. 

"We rely on factory-certified technicians for all our 
equipment service. Alta works well with our dealers in 
other regions to give us a strong support network. We used 
to have our own certified mechanics on our staff, but they 
could only take it so far before they had to call the dealer. 
Now Alta supplies the techs as we need them through an 
onsite labour agreement.”

Night and day
Adamo is just as pleased with the other machines that 

Alta has supplied. He purchased an 825 M soon after see-
ing his first 821, then larger 830 M models were added for 
new projects. 

“I’m pretty critical of equipment,” he said. “Our excav-
ators were challenging at times to move. The 825 is night 
and day better.” 

Each of these models, up to the 830, can drive themselves 
on and off a lowboy to transport with greater ease. 

Bigger job, bigger machine
The fleet was expanded recently to include even larger 

material handlers. A Sennebogen 840 M was acquired for a 
power plant project in Ohio, where barge loading operations 
required a heavier machine with longer reach. 

The laydown area is located near the barge facility, a con-
siderable distance from the demolished structures on the 
site. Using a 1.7 metre lifting magnet, the 840 loads off-road 
trucks with the recovered material, which delivers the scrap 
to the laydown area. Once enough material is accumulated, 
the 840 is driven to the river to fill the barge. 

When it’s not loading trucks, the 840 continues maging 
out the debris piles. According to Adamo, thanks to Sen-
nebogen’s elevating Maxcab, his operators also appreciate 
the visibility they get, looking into the barges. 

“I always get good feedback from the operators; they just 
raise the cab and go to work. The machine doesn’t stop,” 
he said.  

The maging application gets unexpected kudos from 
landfill operators as well. As Adamo explains, the concrete 
material from their projects is commonly used as “hard fill” 
to cover the service roads in landfill sites. However, scrap 
metals mixed into the waste frequently takes its toll in flat 
tires for trucks. Since Adamo began cleaning metals from 
the debris it ships out, complaints about flats have been 
reduced significantly.

“Our biggest accomplishment, really, is segregating the 
metal to recycle,” Adamo said. “We were among the first to 
use the magnets for sweeping and cleaning the piles. We 
are now getting paid for material that otherwise would have 
been a cost for tipping fees at the dump.

“We have been engaged with Sennebogen and Alta now, 
for eight years and the experience has been great. (Sen-
nebogen President) Constantino Lannes came to town a 
while ago and I was happy to tell him that Sennebogen is 
hands-down the best material handler in the market. They 
are all outstanding units: durable, reliable; the dealer sup-
port is remarkable. As we grow our business and our fleet, 
we won’t go anywhere else.” 

 

www.highreachinc.com
Tel: (905) 844-4164

2.5 – 25 tons
capacity

17,000 to 140,000 lbs
capacity

ORION
BETTER FORK LIFT TRUCKS

25,000 to 140,000 lbs
capacity

“There’s a great power in words, if you don’t hitch too many of 
them together.” ~ Josh Billings

CANADIAN 
DEALER FOR:

FROM 5,000 TO 
140,000 LBS.

BARE RENTAL

RENTALSSALESSERVICE

CARRY DECK CRANES

Sennebogen’s purpose-built machines 
help establish new revenue stream
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John Deere’s new 700L PL40 pipelayer is 
purpose-built to provide a powerful solution 
for pipelaying applications. 

Offering a lift capacity of 18,143 kg, the 
John Deere-designed and manufactured 
700L PL40 model combines easy operation 
with exceptional durability.

�e 700L PL40 rounds out John Deere’s 
lineup of pipelayer machines, which also 
includes the 850L PL100, 1050K PL170 and 
1050K PL220. 

“Our customers face a multitude of chal-
lenges, from tight deadlines and budgets to 
adverse conditions, making it critical to have 
a dependable solution that can withstand 
the demands of the application,” said Matt 
Goedert, solutions marketing manager for 
John Deere. “With the 700L PL40, we are 
delivering a purpose-built solution that 
instills confidence in the operator, while 
also tackling challenges head�rst. �ere is 
no need for fabrication work, as the 700L 
PL40 comes ready to bolt on the customer’s 
choice of sideboom. From increased visibility 
to enhanced controllability, the 700L PL40 
delivers the performance our customers 
need on tough jobs.”

�e pipelayer is equipped with a 135-hp 
John Deere PowerTech PVS 6068 engine, and 
the 700L PL40 model boasts more hydraulic 
power compared to the base machine. �is 
improves overall engine performance and 
increases peak torque in the pipelayer-ready 
model. 

As well, the closed-centre, load-sensing 
hydraulic system includes a variable-dis-
placement pump, and the ampli�ed �ow rates 
boost hydraulic performance. In addition, 
various controls, including eco mode, auto 
idle and auto shutdown, can be enabled 

through the sealed switch module to maintain 
productivity while reducing costs. 

Eco mode optimizes fuel economy by 
adjusting the engine speed to meet the load. 
Auto idle and auto shutdown timers lower 
fuel costs and save warranty hours during 
low use or inactivity.

�e purpose-built cab signi�cantly reduces 
noise, increases visibility and enhances 
operator comfort in pipelaying applications. 
Customers can select a canopy cab option 
for additional visibility and improved com-
munication on the job. Other notable features 
include an operator-focused design for easy 
entry and exit from the cab, a straight and 
centre seat with excellent all-around visibility 
and a standard rearview camera.

�e seamless integration of pipelayer con-
trols with the John Deere joystick controls 
also enhance productivity on the jobsite. �e 
electrohydraulic sideboom control joystick 
combined with a proportional roller gives the 
operator precise control while using one hand 
to manoeuvrer. �e dual-path hydrostatic 
transmissions and the neutral counter-rotate 
setting deliver precise, predictable control 
along the trench without triggering abrupt 
movements. �e built-in front console storage 
is conveniently designed so operators can 
cleanly install load-monitoring displays for 
easy viewing. �e decel pedal o�ers mul-
tiple operator selectable modes, helping the 
operator customize his/her experience and 
increase ease of use. 

Built at the John Deere factory in Dubuque, 
Iowa, the pipelayer-ready machine is de-
signed to maximize uptime. The bolt-on 
design of the platform and mounting plates 
simpli�es the installation of the customer’s 
preferred sideboom, reducing machine 

downtime. Other features include a stan-
dard reversing fans with large �n spacings 
and improved idler shims, preload springs 
and easier track cleanout. Furthermore, 
improvements to the hose and harness rout-
ings over the previous models reduce wear 
and leak points. Extended service intervals 

and grouped maintenance points reduce 
time and costs. 

�e fast fuel and quick �uid service options 
also reduce time, getting the machine back 
on the job sooner.

Machines in the PL lineup come with  �ve 
years of JDLink telematics.  

416-458-2334

HYDRAULIC
HAMMER/BREAKER
SPECIALIZING IN

PARTS, SALES & SERVICE

KENT MUSTANG OKADA RAMMER ROCK RAM STANLEY TRAMAC

ALLIED ATLAS COPCO BTI CAT CP EPIROC ESCO INDECO NPK

SINCE 1998

HYDROLEXC.COM

HYDROLEXC
EQUIPMENT SERVICES LTD.

Deere’s purpose-built pipelayer delivers 
power and performance

THE SPEED OF A LOADER COMBINED
WITH THE ROTATION OF AN EXCAVATOR

STABILITY OF THIS 
MACHINE IS 100% ASSURED

SWING LOADERsSERIES EXCAVATORS

SPACE MANAGEMENT: ½ THE FOOTPRINT TO LOAD 
A TRUCK THAT A CONVENTIONAL LOADER NEEDS

MOBILITY: 3 STEERING MODES 

BOOK your 
DEMO TODAY!

416-644-3076GEAREQUIP.COM
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�e equipment manufactur-
ing industry needs to know 

that the old rules of customer 
engagement have changed.

�e world of e-commerce, 
Amazon, Google and retail 
have seemed distant and 
“next year’s” initiative — until 
2020 hit. 

In the past year, we have 
seen the vertical rocket of 
tech companies’ share value. 
Amazon is one the biggest 
winners with market cap of 
more than $1 trillion.

Why does that matter for 
us?  

Amazon has a multitude 
of business units — all of-
fering the short-term ease 
of selling on the platform. 
And it is easy to forget the 
predatory nature of their 
model. 

Amazon monitors all the 
seller and customer data 
across its channels, giving 
the company an unfair 
advantage when deciding 
which products to offer 
themselves.

Basically,  sellers give 
Amazon their customer 
data, so Amazon can de-
cide if they want to compete 
or not. 

We don’t need to guess if 
this is the case — just look 
at what happened in retail. 

In 1994, Jeff Bezos em-
barked on a cross-country 
road trip from New York City 
to found Amazon.com in 

Seattle. Bezos later said he 
chose Seattle for the concen-
tration of publishers near 
the city and the engineering 
talent base of Microsoft. 

�e internet was growing 
rapidly, and Bezos thought 
the best entry point to pion-
eer online commerce was 
book sales. He noticed that 
books were among the top of 
mail-in-catalogue sales and 
reasoned that the internet 
was a much more e�cient 
way to order.

Amazon launched with 
more than 1 million book 
titles — far more than any 
retail store could stock. Even 
though the original site was 
clunky, it gave book enthusi-
asts far more selection and 
ease of use than catalogues 
book stores or libraries ever 
could.

In the early years, media 
attention around Amazon 
focused on the total ad-
dressable market of book 
sales online and Amazon’s 
mounting losses. �e Wall 
Street Journal even pub-
lished an infamous article 
titled “Amazon.bomb” in 
May 1999 that predicted 
the imminent demise of 
the company given com-
petition from book retailers 
and 1998’s total loss of $125 

million on $610 million 
revenues. These losses, as 
we now understand with 
hindsight, were the wise in-
vestments in distribution 
centres and massive infra-
structure to enable Amazon 
to become the world’s gen-
eral store. Bezos was not 
interested in competing 
one-on-one with book re-
tailers, he was looking past 
them toward a future of 
dominating online com-
merce.

However, the world did 
not see it that way. Trad-
itional bookstores were 
locked in competition for 
the best real estate, the 
best authors to launch their 
books and hiring the best 
retail-operations talent. 

Bezos, on the other hand, 
was interested in large and 
efficient distribution cen-
tres outside urban areas 
and hiring the best soft-
ware engineers possible. 
Every penny earned through 
Amazon’s operations went 
back into these two areas 
of investment.

Ever  s ince  Amazon’s 
inception, Bezos has con-
sistently plowed income 
back into the business to 
continue aggressive expan-
sion and keep taxes low. 

Amazon now has more 
than 175 ful�llment centers 
worldwide with more than 
150 million square feet. 

At Amazon’s IPO in 1997, 
Wall Street wanted Amazon 
to focus on short-term prof-
its so they could evaluate the 
company against tradition-
al retail businesses. Bezos 
stood �rm and never played 
by the same rules. 

In his famous 1997 ori-
ginal letter to investors, 
he stated “we believe that 
a fundamental measure 
of our success will be the 
shareholder value we cre-
ate over the long term. �is 
value will be a direct result 
of our ability to extend and 
solidify our current market 
leadership position.”

# ISSUE DATE FOCUS SECTIONS ISSUE CLOSING DATE

1 January 25 COMPACT EQUIPMENT & TECHNOLOGY January 8

2 February 15 ROADBUILDING & CONCRETE January 29
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2012 CAT TL642 Telehandler. 42’ 
reach. 4x4. 6,600 lb lift capacity. QC 
Forks. Auxiliary hyds. Hyd levelling. 
4,400 hrs ........................ $67,000

2006 Deere 700J LGP Dozer. Winch. 
6 Way Blade. AC. 8,970 hrs .........  
...................................... $69,500 

(2) 2007 Komatsu D61PX-15 
Mid-Western Pipe Layers. 3,290 
hrs and 3,890 hrs .. $89,000 Each

2016 Deere 290G Excavator. JRB 
Hyd QC. Craig Hyd Thumb. Auxiliary 
Hyds. Rear Camera. 12’6” stick. AC. 
4,690 hrs ...................... $164,000

2008 Komatsu WA380-6 Loader. 
9,600 hrs. Auxiliary hyds. QC. Has 
mount and hyds to accept snow 
wing ................................ $68,000

FOR SALE

N. Johnson Ltd.
Office: 709-686-5558
Cell: 709-632-1183

www.njohnsonequipment.com

The world of e-commerce has become too big to ignore for equipment manufacturers

Luke Powers

Continued on Page A15

GUEST COLUMN

By Luke Powers, founder of Gear�ow.com
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tri-cityequipment.com

CAT 12M GRADER – Series 3, 14’ moldboard, 
high hp, ripper.  CAT 140M also available.

SNOW READY! FOR RENT/SALE

ROLLERS, late model, smooth drum and padfoot 
available.

FOR RENT

25, 30, 40, 45 TON TRUCKS available with 
tailgates + floatation tires.

FOR RENT

SEVERAL BUCKETS AND ATTACHMENTS AVAILABLE FOR SALE

60 FOOT LONG REACH – Choice of buckets, 
250 and 300 sizes available.

FOR RENT

2016 CAT 320EL - Fully equipped, tool control 
hyd.+progressive link thumb. 2016 also avail.

FOR RENT/SALE $184,000

2008 CAT 735 - Box heater, tires approx. 50%, 
15,000 hrs, maintenance records avail. Only 2 left.

$89,000

NEW CAT 972M - 7.5yd bucket, scale, ready 
to go!  966M, 980M, 982M also availabe.

FOR RENT

DIGGING/DITCHING BUCKETS multiple sizes  
available: 5T, 8T, 13T, 20T, 30T, 35T, 45T, 70T.    

FOR SALE

LINK BELT 145X4DZ - Q/C, aux hyd, steel or rubber 
pads. Hitachi ZX135 also avail. for sale ore rent.

FOR RENT/SALE

KUBOTA MINI - 8 ton, 5 ton, 2.7 ton available 
– multiple attachments ready to go.

FOR RENT/SALE

CAT D5K - A/C, 6-way blade, grade control, 
camera, LGP.  CAT D3 also available. 

FOR RENT

2013 D3K2 LGP - 6-way blade, 25” pads, A/C, recent 
service, well maintained and ready to work. 4005 hrs. 

FOR SALE

$84,500

2018 KUBOTA KX080 - Aux hydraulics, thumb, choice 
of bucket.  2550hrs – serviced and ready to work.     

FOR SALE

$86,000

CAT 930M/950M Q/C, 3rd valve, bucket, forks 
or blade available.

SNOW READY! FOR RENT

Dave Zappitelli
(226) 962-6106

Don Tindall
(519) 827-4294

Jeff Armishaw
(519) 240-2115

Tri-City Equipment is a 100% privately 
owned Canadian corporation.

Your Heavy Equipment
Rental Headquarters!

519-767-9628 
1-800-646-2064
CONTACTS - CALL OR TEXT:

While the worlds of book-
sellers, record stores and 
shoe retailers were locked 
in fierce competition and 
quarterly profits, Amazon 
went about their business 
creating a future by their 
own rules. Does this sound 
familiar to today’s construc-
tion equipment and parts 
industry?

The Virtuous Cycle
According to Jeff Wilke, 

CEO of worldwide consumer 
at Amazon, Je� Bezos drew 
a sketch on a napkin about 
the self-reinforcing momen-
tum of Amazon’s business. 
He donned it the “Virtuous 
Cycle.”

This f lywheel  wil l  no 
doubt be studied in MBA 
classes for at least a gener-
ation. However, notice the 
word “virtuous” in Bezos’ 
title. 

As you can see, this cycle 
is self-reinforcing for Ama-
zon — not their sellers. 

As we know, Amazon’s 
huge bets in distribution 
centres and the best en-
gineering talent have made 
them the de facto place to 
sell online. However, even 
though the platform is in-
credibly easy to use, have 
sellers considered the true 
long-term cost to their busi-
nesses?

In the short term, sellers 
are happy to be a part of 
Amazon’s “virtuous” cycle, 
because they believe it can 
only produce an upside 
for them. Amazon did the 
hard work of engineering 
a great platform and the 
cost of running mega and 
efficient distribution cen-
tres — what’s not to like? 
In fact, they double down 
on selling on Amazon by 
pu rc ha s i ng  Sp o n s o re d 
Products ads and sending 
their products to Amazon’s 
fulfillment centres for Prime 
shipping (both significantly 
increasing the cost of doing 
business on the platform). 
The Sponsored Products 
advertising revenue was 
nearly $5 billion in the 

fourth quarter or 2019.
As more and more sellers 

join and compete on the 
platform, Amazon gathers 
more and more data on 
their products. 

MBAs working at Ama-
zon then take this data and 
strategize on which product 
segments would be a good 
fit for Amazon to take ad-
vantage of in the future.

Data driven
As we know this is not the 

only rich set of data Ama-
zon has at their disposal to 
determine which products 
to sell themselves. Amazon 
has grown from an e-com-
merce retailer into tablets, 
smarthome devices, cloud 
computing storage, music 
streaming, video streaming, 
photo storage, book stream-
ing service, tv hosting and 
through other business 
units and acquisitions. The 
multitude of these content 
and data engines is that 
Amazon products have 
become integral to our pro-
ductivity and lifestyles. The 
aggregate effect gives the 
retailer tremendous power 
in manipulating whole in-
dustries.

Imagine for a moment if 
Google had its own e-com-
merce marketplace and 
fulfillment centres, and 
they sold similar products 
to yours.  Pretty intimi-
dating, isn’t it? A Statista 
report found that Google 
accounted for 84 per cent 
of all searches online in 

January 2020. There’s no 
way any company could 
compete with their search 
engine dominance. 

Now consider that Ama-
zon has double the number 
of users starting their prod-
uct searches on their site 
instead of Google.

There are likely a multi-
tude of factors that have 
put Amazon so far in front 
of Google with why con-
sumers start their product 
searches there. But the 
most dominant factor is 
Prime membership loyalty.

In the United States, a 
w h o p p i n g  1 1 2  m i l l i o n 
people are Prime members, 
representing 87.5 per cent 
of all households. In other 
words, roughly nine out of 
10 American households 
start their product search-
es on Amazon three out of 
four times.

S o,  i f  G oogle  is  a  far 
second to Amazon on prod-
uct searches, and the lines 
between offline and online 
sales are blurring, how can 
anyone else compete? It’s 
time as an industry to band 
together to form a more 
compelling platform for 
contractors.

Luke Powers is the founder 
and CEO of Gearflow.com, 
an AEM member company 
and marketplace built for 
construction equipment 
professionals to find the 
parts and equipment they 
need from vetted suppli-
ers.

Continued from Page A14

GrAvEl PrOpErTy
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CaLl: 807-475-5347
fOr mOrE dEtAiLs
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Ma n u l i f t  E M I  h a s  a n -
nounced the Roto 70.24 
S Plus is now available in 
Canada.

�e new Merlo telehandler 
is equipped with state-of-
the-art security features and 
technological capabilities 
that highlight the Italian 
manufacturer’s dedication 
to innovation, starting with 
the build of their equipment. 

“We’re very excited to add 

the Roto 70.24 S Plus to our 
�eet. 

With a 7-ton load capacity, 
it’s de�nitely powerful, but 
more so it re�ects the pure 
impressive R&D efforts at 
Merlo, which delivers un-
equal productivity, precision 
and safety,” said Manulift 
President Martin Drolet.

Boasting enhanced per-
formance and lifting power, 
the 70.24 S Plus offers the 

industrial and construction 
markets a new high-end 
telehandler to complement 
their current product o�er-
ings in the Canadian market. 

�e new Roto provides a 
high maximum load cap-
acity of 7,000 kg and a 24.2 
metre boom height to help 
tackle projects in all terrains 
and conditions. 

�e 70.24 S Plus telehand-
ler offers a powerful FPT 
NEF45 engine with 170 hp 
and a maximum speed of 40 
km per hour and stands as 
one of Merlo’s most powerful 
units in Canada.  

Roto Tech
Merlo's iconic Roto range 

allows the machine to rotate 
a full 360 degrees without 
having to reposition the unit. 
It also features a 20-degree 
tilt cab designed to give the 

operator a continuous view 
of the telehandler’s boom as 
well as its load.

T h e  A d v a n c e d  S a f e -
ty  System displays  the 
telehandler's parameters 
in real-time, including the 
stabilizer position, boom 
extension angle, turret pos-
ition, carriage rotation, load 
position and weight. 

The new telehandler is 
built with a steel safety belt 
around the cabin, 360-de-
gree visibility and Dynamic 
Load Control to ensure max-
imum security. 

High-Performance Power 
The machine's perfect 

weight distribution, opti-
mal telescopic lifting boom 
and sliding mechanism 
designs have allowed for 
a considerable increase 
in performance, while the 

wireless control unit allows 
for all the necessary move-
ments throughout di�erent 
applications. Equipped with 
Merlo's Eco Power Drive 
(EPD) technology, it allows 
for a reduction in fuel con-
sumption of up to 18 per 
cent.

The stabilizers on the 
Merlo Roto 70.24 S Plus are 
structured to facilitate rapid 
and safe deployment and are 
independently controlled al-
lowing the operator to level 
the telehander as required 
in all situations and even on 
the most uneven terrains. 

Epiroc has agreed to acquire 
MineRP, a software company 
specializing in increasing 
productivity  for  mines 
through integrated planning, 
execution and analytics.

MineRP has offices in 
South Africa, Canada, Aus-
tralia and Chile. 

The company supports 
large and medium sized 
mines globally in optimiz-
ing operational e�ciency by 
providing a leading software 
platform solution that inte-
grates all technical mining 
data and other information, 
such as machine data and 
ERP systems. 

�e software company has 
about 200 employees and 
generated revenue of about 
US$16 million for the year 
ending June 30, 2020. The 
business will become part of 
Epiroc’s Digital & Technology 
division.

“�is acquisition �ts well 
into Epiroc’s focus on sup-
porting mining companies on 

their digitalization journey. 
�e combination of MineRP’s 
platform capabilities with 
Epiroc’s digital solutions, 
partners and global presence 
has the potential to transform 
the way that mines operate,” 
said Epiroc President and 
CEO Helena Hedblom. 

“MineRP is a high-qual-
ity software provider with 
significant experience of 
connecting mines from pit 
to port, and together we will 
continue to make mining 
customers’ operations even 
more smart, safe and seam-
less.” 

MineRP is owned by sev-
eral stakeholders, including 
Dundee Precious Metals, 
a Canadian-based inter-
national mining company.

�e acquisition is expected 
to be completed, after regu-
latory approvals, in the �rst 
half of this year. 

�e purchase price is not 
material relative to Epiroc’s 
market capitalization. 

The world’s #1 selling curb machine just got better. Power Curbers is excited to introduce the new 5700-D featuring the SlipSmart 
Control Solution providing operators a new level of precision. Our engineering is dedicated to provide you a reliable and 
productive machine that is easy to use. We stand behind our equipment with world-class support and unmatched commitment. 

powercurbers.com

Our Commitment Shows

The Power Curber 5700-D
World’s #1 Selling Curb Machine

Concrete Paving • Curb & Gutter • Barrier Wall
Sidewalks • Bridge Parapet • Ditch Liners
Agricultural & Custom Applications

The Power Curber 5700-D
New

Featuring

In Ontario:

1 (800) 668-5355

416-801-6014
www.LundAppraisals.ca

kenlundappraiser@gmail.com
CPPAG Accredited - USPAP Compliant 2020/21

Manulift introduces the Merlo Roto 
70.24 S Plus to the Canadian market

Epiroc to acquire MineRP
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It’s been more than 30 years 
since Fred Stanford first 
started imagining a more 
e�cient way to get ore out 
of hard-rock mines. 

For Stanford, president and 
CEO of Toronto-based Torex 
Gold Resources, mining isn’t 
about drilling, blasting and 
mucking rock — it’s a logis-
tics business concerned with 
moving ore as fast and e�-
ciently as possible.

Conventional ore mining 
faces steep initial develop-
ment costs and long timelines 
due to size, shape and length 
of the tunnels needed, not 
to mention HVAC systems 
capable of clearing indus-
trial diesel exhaust fumes. 
Stanford’s idea involves using 
equipment and resources 
in a surgical way to mine 
narrower ore bodies more 
e�ciently. 

The Muckahi System
�e Muckahi System was 

engineered by MEDATech 
in close collaboration with 
Stanford. It’s a complete re-
think of underground mining 
involving four pragmatic 
paradigm shifts in logistics, 
including:

· Continuous conveyor 
transport of muck dir-
ectly from face/stope to 
surface.

· Steep 30-degree ramps, 
a quarter of the length of 
conventional ramps.

· Tw i n  ro o f - m o u n t e d 
monorails (inbound/out-
bound) and purpose-built 
monorail-mounted elec-
tri�ed equipment. 

· Minimal underground 
infrastructure: no crush-
er stations, muck bins or 
supply storage.

Long, skinny vehicles for 
transportation of supplies 
and people at steep angles is 
not a tall order, but loading 
muck into a long and skinny 
vehicle from the rear is more 
of a challenge. Stanford pre-
viously tackled the problem 
with the Rail-Veyor system, 
which demonstrated what 
worked well and what didn’t. 

His ‘a-ha’ moment came 
when he figured out that 
a roof-mounted monorail 
was the key to loading. Still, 
he had to get Muckahi from 
concept to reality.

“Not all engineers are will-
ing to think outside the box 
and try something complete-
ly di�erent,” Stanford said. 

“A lot of them put on what 
I call a ‘black hat’ and say, 
‘yeah, but.. yeah, but…’ and 
then there are others that 
say, ‘let’s �gure this out and 
make it work really well.’ I 
like that kind of engineer,” 
Stanford said.

Torex originally tried 

working with other, larger 
engineering �rms, but cost, 
focus and agility were issues. 
�e collaboration that would 
lead to Muckahi began when 
Stanford and Robert Rennie, 
president of MEDATech, met 
at the Las Vegas MineExpo in 
September 2016. 

“It’s all Fred’s higher-level 
vision and our ideas, stud-
ies and working through the 
details that made this work,” 
Rennie said. 

The exploratory nature 
of the work means that it’s 
never a straight line. Rennie 
describes MEDATech’s work 
on the project as a moving 
target. 

“The test requirements 
change, we’ve changed what 
the equipment looks like —
completely rebuilding it in 
some cases. Our ability to 
be agile and responsive to 
changing client requirements 
are what make MEDATech 
engineering what we are.” 

According to Stanford, 
Rennie’s signi�cant experi-
ence in mining operations 
is also an important factor — 
understanding the processes. 

“His team can bounce 
technical ideas o� of him and 
know if it’s going to work,” 
Stanford said.

A narrow shaft at 30 de-
grees covers about a quarter 
the distance of wide, spiral-
ling tunnels at a 10 to 15 per 
cent draft. 

The Muckahi  System 
makes use of such shafts 
both to start producing more 
quickly, and to get the ore 
body to the surface faster. �e 
system also uses bidirection-
al tra�c �ow, which allows 
for continuous operations at 
the face with no bottlenecks 
to slow things down. With 
Muckahi, production speed 
is not limited to a loader’s 
ability to scoop muck, back 
into a turnout, drive off, 
dump and come back for 
another load. 

“We have a piece of equip-
ment that is continually 
pulling material out of the 
face and in theory we are 
doing other operations at the 
face while that’s happening,” 
Rennie said. “�at means we 
are cycling each face faster.” 

�e bene�ts of the technol-
ogy are signi�cant, including 
up to:

· 30 per cent reduction in 
underground capital ex-
penditure.

· 30 per cent reduction in 
operating expenses.

· 80 per cent less time be-
tween investment and 
revenue.

· 95 per cent fewer under-
ground greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

Ontario office:
(613) 542-1500
28 Steve Fonyo Dr., Kingston, ON 
K7M 8N9

Montreal Office:
(888) 663-8122
3421 Industriel Boulevard, Laval, 
Que. H7L 4S3

Quebec City Office:
(418) 877-5557
1711 rte de L’aeroport #4,
L’ancienne Lorette, Que. G2G 2P4

CANADA
Shaun Brown

Cell: (613) 532-4823
Office: (613) 542-1500

shaun_brown@tramac.com

FOR DEMOLITION,

EXCAVATION, MINING, 

CONSTRUCTION & QUARRIES.

TRAMAC HAS

AN ATTACHMENT

FOR THAT.

FEATURING A FULL LINE OF HYDRAULIC ROCK BREAKERS 
FOR CARRIERS RANGING FROM 1 TON TO 120 TON CLASS

SERVING THE CONSTRUCTION, DEMOLITION & MINING INDUSTRIES FOR OVER 55 YEARS

1966 - 2021

The Muckahi System:
Rethinking hard-rock 

logistics

Continued on Page A19
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Advance Construction Equipment

607 Colby Drive,
Waterloo, ON  N2V 1A1
TEL (519) 742-5878 
FAX (519) 742-0541

RR#3, 6297 City Road 109 South
Harriston, ON  N0G 1Z0
 TEL (519) 510-5878 
FAX (519) 510-4283

Here to Serve you Better!

Waterloo Location (519) 742-5878 Harriston Location (519) 510-5878www.advanceequipment.net

JCB 426HT 3 YD LOADER, hyd. coupler, 
aux. hyd., fully serviced.
................................................ $114,500.

2019 JCB 4CX-14, deluxe cab, hvac, 
front coupler, rear aux hyd, 1700 hours, 
warranty. .......................................$POA.

JCB 550 LOADER, 10,000 lb. capacity, 
44’ li� height, deluxe cab, full light kit, 
front coupler, 48” forks, fully serviced & 
certi�ed. ................................. $64,500.

2018 JCB 3CX-14, low hours, warranty, 
front coupler, rear aux hyd, deluxe.
.......................................................$POA.

GENIE GTH-1056,  cab with heat,4100 
hours,recent foam �lled tires. Very 
clean, will service.

HYUNDAI HL757-TM7 3 YD LOADER,  
hyd. coupler, Michelin rubber, cleaned & 
serviced. ................................. $45,000.

SOLD!

SILO GATE AUTOLUBER

For Total Lube Solutions, Components by:

GO WITH THE FLO!

AVOID MESSY GATE FAILURES

√
√
√
√

   
     

  
     

    √

•  Cylinder Bearings
•  Hinge Bearings
•  Pivot Bearings

Mississauga 1.800.668.5458    Winnipeg  204.832.3040 
sales@flocomponents.com    www.flocomponents.com 

Technical know-how
The Muckahi System is 

operates from a roof-mount-
ed monorail, stabilizing 
equipment to it, reaching 
drifts where necessary and 
getting the right coverage for 
drilling and loading materi-
als. Practically, once work in 
a certain area is complete 
all components are reused 
elsewhere, including the rail, 
which is removed and bolted 
into the roof of a new tunnel. 

Muckahi specifications 
have required MEDATech to 
produce narrow equipment 
that can perform all mining 
operations, hanging from a 
single rail on a steep grade. 

According to Rennie, the 
solutions MEDATech came 
up with surprised even 
Becker Mining Systems, the 
company that built the rail 
and makes equipment that 
typically runs on it.  

“Becker told us originally 
that we weren’t going to be 
able to drill from the rail and 
do other operations like load, 
place ground support, muck, 
et cetera. We ran the num-
bers and decided we could. 
We had them do some tests 
on their end that proved all 
of these things are doable. 
We’ve also since proven the 
equipment in the drift, so we 
know for sure that it works.” 

T h e  f o u n d a t i o n  f o r 
Muckahi is a rail hung from 
a set of chains bolted into the 
roof of the mine and guyed 
out to either side. 

The flex inherent in this 
setup helps distribute the 
load down the rail  and 
manage torque. Reaching 
the face off to the side of 

the rail is accomplished by 
planting hydraulic stingers 
up against the roof of the 
mine on the other side. �e 
challenge, of course, was to 
achieve sufficient stabiliz-
ation without overloading 
the bolts. 

Adjustable stinger relief 
levels protect the rails. In 
practice, the system works 
well, with zero bolt failures. 

Practical testing 
�e breadth of equipment 

that MEDATech developed 
and continues to develop has 
involved pairing up technical 
requirements: mining func-
tion and rail; the need for 
a platform, a drill, a scaler 
and other components; and 
getting them to work on the 
monorail. 

In each case, component 
stability and function has 
been tested extensively.

According to Stanford, the 
question is no longer wheth-
er, but how fast the system 
works. 

MEDATech and Torex are 
in the process of �nding that 
out at a Torex mine in Guer-
rero, Mexico. 

“If I can drive tunnels at 
three, �ve, 10 metres a day 
rather than two, that makes 
a huge di�erence in my plan-
ning,” he said. 

“Once we find out how 
fast we can drive tunnels 
of different sizes and gra-
dients and how fast we can 
extract ore, we’ll be able to 
understand just how fast 
and efficient we can make 
mining.”

MEDATech has helped 
to make Muckahi a reality 
through creative, practical 
engineering design-and-

build capability coupled with 
a can-do attitude. 

For Stanford, the magic 

lies in the application.
“I love coming up with new 

ideas, but I actually need to 

build something,” he said. 
“MEDATech uses my ideas, 
adjusts, �nds cost-e�ective 

solutions to the inevitable 
roadblocks and simply gets 
it done.” 

The Muckahi monorail system can 
cut time-to-revenue by 80 per cent

Continued from Page A18

IN STOCK NOW +
TAKING ORDERS FOR

SPRING DELIVERYwww.transittrailer.com

Model 20NTT (tandem non-tilt)
Models 25NTT + 30NTT (tridem non-tilt)
Model 30ANR (tridem tilt style) 

BWS TAG TRAILERSBWS EQUIPMENT TRAILER

Model 53ET3XP
3 front + rear ramp options

A versatile trailer designed for your construction
and recovery jobs.
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DISMANTLING KOMATSU PC300LC-6 FOR PARTS. FOR SALE: 2 SEVERE SERVICE BUCKETS, 
COUPLER OFF OF A 235D BOTH REBUILT BY CAT DEALER. USED INDUSTRIAL TIRES.

2007 KOMATSU D85EX-15E, s/n 11294, 3100 hrs, 
straight blade, double tilt, ripper 3 shank, A/C.

REDUCED!

CAT 627B, s/n15S1214, low hour machine.

REDUCED!

CALL 306-421-9901 or EMAIL rsw@sasktel.net

Liebherr’s L 509 Tele telescopic wheel loader is 
a unique multifunctional machine that com-
bines the lift height and reach of a telescopic 
loader with the material handling capacity of 
a classic wheel loader.

Developed on the base of the Speeder L 
509 stereoloader, the new telescopic wheel 
loader includes the proven stereo steering, 
and is able to reach a top speed of 38 km per 
hour, thanks to its hydrostatic travel drive. 
�e machine also complies with Tier 4 Final 
emissions regulations. 

�e L 509 Tele has an extendable telescopic 
lift arm, which can lift to a height of 4.8 metres 
with a fork attachment. �anks to the inte-
grated z-bar kinematics, the telescopic lift 
arm enables the operator to load containers 
and lorries or stack loading material. 

When working with a fork attachment, no 
manual readjustment is required, as Lieb-
herr’s engineers have optimized the parallel 
movement during fork operation. 

Liebherr's L 509 Tele telescopic wheel 
loader features an articulated tipping load 
of 3,800 kg, a bucket capacity of 0.9 cubic 
metres and an operating weight of 7,000 kg. 

The right combination
�e Liebherr stereo steering system, the 

proven combination of articulated steering 
and the steered rear axle, ensures maneu-
verability. �e combination of the technical 
solutions makes the new L 509 Tele useful for 
numerous applications, including landscap-
ing, municipal, snow clearing or recycling 
services. 

�e machine is user friendly enough that 
even less-experienced machine operators 
can safely operate it on all types of con-
struction sites. 

�e L 509 Tele also has a newly designed 
hydraulic quick coupler to switch between 
work tools.

It ensures high wear and holding forces 
and, thanks to its compact design, delivers 
visibility to the attachment being used. �e 
connection dimensions are the same as the 
L 506 Compact - L 509 Stereo wheel loaders 
so that operators can use existing working 
tools on the L 509 Tele. �is ensures year-
round e�ciency with attachments such as 
earthmoving and light material buckets, fork 
attachments, buckets with hydraulic clamp 
or snowplows. 

�e L 509 Tele has one of the largest oper-
ator's cabs in its machine class. 

In addition to its generous space, the work 
station o�ers ideal visibility. 

A special feature is the height-adjustable 
23-cm touch screen, which clearly shows all 
information. 

Liebherr has also modi�ed some aspects of 
the standard stereoloader cab. For example, 
it has a sunroof window that allows the oper-
ator to clearly see the work tools and material 
being handled even when the telescopic lift 
arm is extended. 

�e functions of the telescopic lift arm can 
be intuitively operated using the Liebherr 
control lever integrated into the operator's 
seat as standard. �e mini-joystick on the 
control lever is used for retracting and ex-
tending the lift arm as well as controlling 
hydraulic work tools. 

To make working with the telescopic lift 
arm easier, the Comfort Operation Tele is 
available at the customer’s request. 

This includes automatic bucket return-
to-dig, programmable auto lifting and auto 

lowering as well as visualization of the equip-
ment position on the display. 

Overload warning system 
Liebherr has equipped the L 509 Tele with 

a standard overload warning system. This 
consists of a load torque limit and a load 
torque indicator on the display to inform the 
machine operator about the bearing load 
situation and the stability of the telescopic 
wheel loader. 

In the critical area before the stability limit is 
reached, the overload warning system ensures 
the movements of the working hydraulics are 
slowed down to a standstill. �e telescopic 
lift arm can then only be used to improve the 
stability of the machine. As an additional aid, 
the machine operator receives an acoustic 
signal and a visual warning on the display if 
the maximum load is exceeded. 

Increased stability
�e telescopic wheel loader also possesses 

many well-known features of the Liebherr 
stereoloader series. 

�e L 509 Tele has a reduced articulation 
angle of 30 degrees thanks to stereo steering. 
As a result, the centre of gravity remains in 
the centre of the machine when transporting 
large loads, which increases stability. The 
damped articulated pendulum joint, as with 
the regular L 509 Stereoloader, compensates 
for uneven ground and ensures stable travel 
characteristics on uneven surfaces. 

�e practical stroke limit damping for the 
telescopic wheel loader operation is avail-
able at the customer's request. �is function 
enables the telescopic lift arm to be moved 
smoothly to the end position, reducing vi-
brations for the machine operator. �e stroke 
limit damping increases the lifetime of all 
components, especially those of the lift arm 
and the installed equipment. 

HEAVY 
EQUIPMENT 

SALES, RENTALS 
& REPAIRS 

VIBRATOR PLATE 
COMPACTORS 
HSX SERIES 
 3,400 TO 

22,000 LBS

LARGE & MID-
SIZED & MOUNTED 

BREAKERS

MB/XP SERIES
13-80 METRIC TONS

TOOL OF CHOICE FOR 
 DEMOLITION, 

TRENCHING,TUNNELING 
& BOULDER BREAKING

1.866.488.0878
pineridgeliscoedwards.ca

MB SERIES
MID-SIZED

Liebherr’s first telescopic wheel loader
The L 509 delivers the benefits of 

two machines in one
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�roughout 2020, Equipment 
Journal readers viewed thou-
sands of used equipment 
listings via our online search 
platform. 

�is year, numerous equip-
ment owners and dealers 
utilized our free listings plat-
form — equipmentjournal.
com/search — to sell their 
heavy equipment. 

Here’s a rundown of the 
most popular used machines 
searched for on our website. 

Rollers and Compactors 
The Rollers and Com-

pactors category accounted 
for 3.74 per cent of all used 
equipment search results 
throughout the year. 

�e Caterpillar CS66B vi-
bratory soil compactor was 
the most popular machine in 
the category, accounting for 
27 per cent of search queries 
in the Roller and Compactor 
section. 

Bomag padfoot compact-
ors were the second most 
popular search, with 11.3 per 
cent of queries. 

May was the most popular 
month of the year to search 
for used rollers and com-
pactors.

Graders
Graders were the fourth 

most popular machine to 
search for on equipmentjour-
nal.com, accounting for 5.14 
per cent of search queries. 
The John Deere 772G was 
the most popular grader in 
the used equipment category 
with 13 per cent of queries 

followed by the John Deere 
870GP with 10 per cent. 

August was the most popu-
lar month for grader search 
queries. 

Dozers
Dozers accounted for 11.76 

per cent of used equipment 
search queries in 2020. Cater-
pillar’s D6N LPG was the 
most popular machine (10.1 
per cent), followed by the Cat 
D3K2 XL (5.8 per cent) and 
the Cat D8T (5.79 per cent). 

Caterpillar dozers held 
nine of the 10 most popu-
lar dozer models that were 
search for, with Komatsu’s 
D65PX-17 landing in 10th 
place with 2.99 per cent of 
dozer search queries. 

April was the most popu-
lar month for dozer search 
queries. 

Excavators 
Excavators accounted for 

19.57 per cent of used equip-
ment search queries this year. 
While search queries were 
spread out relatively evenly 
across excavators of various 
brands and classes, Cater-
pillar’s 313FL was the most 
popular (3.11 per cent). 

�e John Deere 450D-LC 
excavator was the second 
most popular machine on-
line,  with 3 per cent of search 
queries.

Ma rc h  w a s  t h e  m o s t 
popular month to search for 
excavators. 

Wheel loaders
Wheel loaders were the 

most popular segment of 
used equipment in 2020, 
accounting for 20.21 per 
cent of search queries. Cat’s 
980H was the most searched 
machine at 4.39 per cent, fol-
lowed by the Kawasaki 65ZV 
TM (3.63 per cent) and Cat’s 
924K (3.12 per cent). 

June was the most popu-
lar month for wheel loaders 
search queries. 

Designed for the light waste 
handling segment, Volvo 
Construction Equipment 
has introduced the all-new 
EW200E material handler. 

Alongside the new intro-
duction, Volvo CE’s has also 
updated the EW240E materi-
al handler.

“A dedicated material 
handler is purpose-built 
for  these applications, 
compared with modifying 
an excavator to �t into these 
segments,” said Matthew Mc-
Lean, product manager of 
excavators at Volvo CE. 

“ Now  w e’ve  a d d e d  a 
second machine to our line-
up with the EW200E MH, 
which is perfect for light and 
medium material handling 
like plastic, household waste 
and scrap.”

The EW200E material 
handler weighs 22.6 tons 
and is powered by Volvo’s 
173 hp D6J 6-litre Tier 4 Final 
engine. 

The machine has three 
boom and arm configur-
ations. The straight boom 
can be fitted with either a 
4-metre gooseneck arm or a 
3.5 metre sorting arm, giving 
the EW200E a max reach of 

10 metres and a max lifting 
capacity of 11,612 kg.

The 26-ton EW240E ma-
terial handler was introduced 
in 2018 for medium-duty 
applications. 

�e machine has been up-
dated to include a 7.25 metre 
straight boom, which is more 
than 60 cm longer than the 
previous model. 

When combined with the 
existing 4.88 metre goose-
neck arm, the new total reach 
is more than 11.8 metres.

�e two material handlers 
share numerous compon-
ents with other Volvo CE 
wheeled excavators. 

T h e  h y d r a u l i c s  a r e 
matched to the Volvo engine, 
allowing the machines to 
�nd the sweet spot between 
engine speed and hydraulic 
e�ciency. 

As well, the boom float 
function and boom cylinder 
dampening minimize vibra-
tion and hold the grapple in 
place for improved stability. 
�e grapple control and soft 
swing system work together 
for instantaneous response 
and smooth precision.

I n  a d d i t i o n ,  Vo l v o 
material handlers o�er ap-

plication-specific features 
to increase productivity, up-
time and operator comfort. 

�e option of four stabil-
izers — front blade and rear 
outrigger — are standard. 
Furthermore, the cab can 
be raised to nearly 5 metres 
above the ground, and in-
cludes double-damped 
mounts to reduce noise and 
vibration

Outriggers, blade and 
cab-raising functions can 
be completed from the joy-
sticks, while factory-installed 
auxiliary circuits enable sort-
ing grabs and orange-peel 
grapples.

Volvo CE’s Comfort Drive 
Control also provides the 
ability to drive up to 19 km 
per hour using the roller on 
the joystick.

�e material handlers also 
include:

· Adjustable arm-in and 
height limitations.

· Can be ordered without 
the steering column.

· Auto idle and auto engine 
shutdown.

· Optional solid rubber 
tires.

· Optional waste package: 
protective screens and a 

reversible fan.

· Optional Smart View fea-
ture for bird’s eye view of 
machine.

The EW200E MH and 
EW240E MH are eligible 
for a free year of ActiveCare 
Direct, the Volvo telematics 
service that provides 24/7 
machine monitoring and 
�eet utilization reporting. 

HYUNDAI HX145LCRD
35,190 lbs. 500 hrs, Perkins 116 hp engine, 15’ 1” 
boom, 9’10” long arm, double acting aux. hyd, 24” triple 
grouser track pads, RV camera, hyd. Q/C, AMI hyd. stick 
pivot thumb, AMI 36” bucket. $159,900

2009 HYUNDAI R210LC-9
49,934 lb. operating weight, Cummins QSB6.7 litre 
diesel engine, 151 hp, 9’ 8” inch stick length, aux., 
boom hyd., Weldco-Beales Q/C, hyd., thumb, hyd., 
tilt ditching bkt, 32” track pads, 14,510 hours.  

$69,900

2011 HYUNDAI HL740XTD-9
Cummins QSB6.7 litre diesel engine, 145 hp, 30,000 
lb., XTD Model, 4 forward x 3, 20.5R25 tires, front & 
rear fenders, JRB hyd. Q/C, 3.0 yd. bkt, with bolt-on 
cutting edge, aux., boom hyd, 15,122 hours.  
 $69,900

2003 HYUNDAI HL730-3
Cummins B3.9C diesel engine, 4 speed Powershift 
transmission, 17.5-25 tires, ACS hyd. Q/C, ACS 2.5 yd., 
bkt with bolt-on cutting edge, aux. hyd., front & rear 
fenders, 4,375 hours, Nice clean wheel loader.  
 $44,900

NEW LOCATION!!!

BOB MARK NEW HOLLAND
1138 County Road 41, Napanee, On, K7R 3L2

(613) 354-9244

www.bobmark.ca

email: dbuttar@bobmark.ca

SUNDERLAND:
705-357-3121

LINDSAY:
705-324-2221

NAPANEE:
613-354-9244

CAMPBELLFORD:
705-653-37004 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

Volvo CE expands its material handler line-up

Our top used equipment trends throughout 2020

CENTRAL

Since 1983 Central Diesel Service has specialized in DEUTZ.
“We know the engines we sell and service”.

CENTRAL
DIESEL
SERVICE

6604 Davand Dr., 
Mississauga, ON

L5T 2M3

905-564-9444

FAX:

905-564-9313

Email:
deutz@on.aibn.com

SOLID SERVICE SINCE 
— 1983 —

Downtime is always an issue, so use
Deutz genuine parts to ensure your engine life.
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By Julian Wood, Perkins 
product manager for 
aftermarket

The best solution to cold 
weather diesel starting prob-
lems is to avoid them by being 
prepared for cold weather 
before it happens. 

Diesel engines are harder 
to start in cold weather be-
cause they depend on high 
temperatures created by 
compression to ignite the 
injected fuel. In fact, it is �ve 
times harder to start a diesel 
engine at -17 C than it is to 
start one at 26 C. 

�e main reasons for this 
are gelled fuel, cold cylinder 
walls and electrical failure. 
There are, of course, many 
other causes, but addressing 
these three is a good place to 
start getting ready for winter. 

Fuel
Do use winter blended 

fuel which is less likely to gel. 
As well, store full portable 
fuel cans in a temperature 
controlled area to avoid con-
densation.

Do drain the water from 
the fuel filter daily, prefer-
ably when the machine is 
shut down for the day, so the 
water does not sit in the �lter 
overnight.

Don’t forget to drain the 
water separator on fuel 
storage tanks every day, and 
fill fuel tanks at the end of 
the working day. A full tank 
doesn’t leave room for water 
to condense overnight. 

Don't neglect the fuel �lter, 
it’s the most common place 
for fuel to gel. 

Do change the fuel filter 

before winter weather sets 
in. �at makes it less likely to 
freeze and avoids the need to 
do the job in the cold.

Do keep a spare fuel �lter 
and/or water separator on 
hand. It’s often easier to re-
place a frozen one than it is 
to thaw it. 

Do park equipment in a 
sheltered location whenever 
possible. A heated shelter 
is best, but simply parking 
where the wind can’t blow 
snow and ice into the engine 
can make a big difference 
when starting.

Other important �uids
Do switch to a lighter 

weight engine oil during 
cold weather. A cold engine 
needs adequate lubrication 
especially when it’s started.

Don't use engine oil lighter 
than the engine manufactur-
er recommends, as it may not 
provide adequate lubrication 
when the engine is hot. 

Do check your coolant 
regularly with a hydrometer. 
�e glycol in your coolant is 
there for a reason, it doesn’t 
boil off and it lowers the 
freezing temperature of the 
mixture.

Don't top off the coolant 
with plain water. Make sure 
to use a proper water/glycol 
mix every time. You do not 
want water to freeze in your 
engine or radiator.

Do pay attention to tem-
perature gauges and avoid 
overcooling, which can be 
caused by long periods of 
idling or excessive airflow. 
Overcooling can cause poor 
combustion leading to white 
smoke, increased fuel con-

sumption and inefficient 
aftertreatment system per-
formance. 

Don't store diesel exhaust 
�uid (DEF) at below freezing 
temperatures. DEF is about 
50 per cent water and will 
freeze.

Don't worry about DEF in 
the tank on the machine, the 
system automatically circu-
lates engine coolant to thaw 
it, so it’s ready for use when 
the machine warms up.

Cold engines
Do inspect and, if neces-

sary, change glow plugs and 
air inlet heaters before cold 
weather sets in. It’s another 
job more easily done in 
warmer temperatures.

Do consider using a block 
heater if one is installed or 
installing an aftermarket unit. 
A warm engine is much eas-
ier to start and avoids many 
of the issues related to cold 
weather operation.

Don't use starting �uid un-
less the engine is equipped 
with a factory installed kit 
that precisely controls the 
amount used. Simply spray-
ing starting �uid into the air 
cleaner carries a high risk 
of causing a �re or even an 
explosion.

Electrical systems
Don't ignore your battery. 

After a hot summer that en-
courages corrosion and �uid 
evaporation the added strain 
of cold weather starts can kill 
a battery. A battery can lose 
35 per cent of its power at 0 
C and as much as 60 per cent 
at -18 C.

Do consider using a battery 
warmer, either a hot plate 
type that slides under the 
battery or an electric blanket 
type that wraps around the 
battery will help the battery 
retain its charge.

Other considerations
Parasitic loads can include: 

engine and transmission oil 
viscosity, fan drive, clutch 
engagement, hydraulic pump 
engagement, belt drive sys-
tems and anything else 
that’s driven by the engine 
or consumes engine power. 
Any parasitic load during 
cranking can be a major 
contributor to the engine’s 

inability to start.
Always let a cold engine 

warm up for at least 5 minutes 
before putting it to work. �at 
gives the coolant, engine oil, 
hydraulic oil and DEF time to 
come up to operating tem-
perature so they can function 
e�ciently.

Diesel engine builders 
know their products will be 
used in virtually every en-
vironmental condition found 
on Earth, and they go to great 
lengths to test them under 
extreme conditions. 

Perkins, for example has 
completed billions of hours of 
engine tests across di�erent 
environments including cold 
testing at a Perkins facility in 
Arjeplog, Sweden, 100 km 
from the arctic circle where 
temperatures drop to -45 C. 

A modern diesel engine 

will start and run under ex-
treme conditions with very 
few issues, but ignoring those 
issues can be expensive. Pro-
active preventive action may 
seem like an extra expense or 
time spent on something that 
isn’t a problem — now — but 
it makes economic sense in 
the long run. 

The consequences of ig-
noring winter diesel issues 
can range from losing all 
or part of a day’s work to 
repairing expensive engine 
damage. 

Simple steps like keeping 
your fuel tanks and cans 
filled, plugging in heaters, 
using weather-appropriate 
fuels, strategic equipment 
parking and regular battery 
care can all make a big di�er-
ence in how winter impacts 
your business. 

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT RENTAL
DOZERS - LOADERS - BACKHOES - ROLLERS

CUSTOMER SERVICE

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED
6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5

Phone: 905 670 1704 Fax: 905 670 4790
Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704 WWW.TARTEN.COM

COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976

TRUCKS, MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT APPRAISALS
USPAP Compliant and CPPAG Certified

On-Site Orderly Liquidation Services

Jeff Lillycrop, CPPA

905-977-8402

www.jblservices.ca

jblappraisalservices@gmail.com

GUEST COLUMN

DO’S & DONT'S
FOR A TROUBLE-FREE WINTER

FOLLOW THESE
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  www.wirtgen.com/concrete-paving

Groundbreaking 
versatility.

A WIRTGEN GROUP COMPANY

WIRTGEN AMERICA, INC. · 6030 Dana Way · Antioch, TN 37013 · Telephone: (615) 501-0600

SP 25i: Whether for monolithic profiles or concrete pavements, the Slipform Paver SP 25i from WIRTGEN stands for 
versatility and cost-effectiveness. The mold can be positioned on either side of the machine, inside or beyond the 
chassis. Concrete slabs up to 11.5 ft wide can be paved in inset application. Take advantage of innovative solutions 
from the technology leader.

    www.wirtgen-group.com
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YOUR FAMILY OF LOCAL JCB DEALERS

Choose Zero Emissions.

The JCB 19C-1E electric mini excavator delivers the same performance  
as a diesel-powered machine but with zero exhaust emissions and less noise than many 
household appliances. Capable of a full day’s work on a single charge, the 19C-1E is  
the ideal solution for urban, enclosed or sensitive work sites.

To learn how the JCB 19C-1E can revolutionize your business,  
visit www.jcb.com or contact your local dealer today.

/JCBNA       @JCBNA       JCBNA/JCBNA       @JCBNA       JCBNA/JCBNA       @JCBNA       JCBNA/JCBNA       @JCBNA       JCBNA

ALBERTA

Liftboss JCB
Calgary: 403-301-0041
Edmonton: 780-474-9900

BRITISH COLUMBIA

RDM JCB
Surrey: 604-576-8566

NEW BRUNSWICK

A.L.P.A. Equipment
Balmoral: 506-826-2717
Fredericton: 506-452-9818
Edmundston: 506-735-4144

NOVA SCOTIA 

A.L.P.A. Equipment
Truro: 902-897-2717

NEWFOUNDLAND

Harvey JCB
St. Johns: 709-738-8911
Corner Brook: 709-639-2960

ONTARIO

Advance JCB
Waterloo: 519-742-5878
Harriston: 519-510-5878

D&W Group Inc.
Doughty & Williamson
Jarvis: 519-587-2273

Norfolk Tractor
Simcoe: 519-426-1090

Brant Tractor
Burford: 519-449-2500

Redtrac International
Vineland: 905-562-4136

Hub International 
Equipment Ltd.
Lindsay: 705-324-6136
Port Perry: 905-982-1500

SASKATCHEWAN
& MANITOBA

Westcon JCB
Regina: 306-359-7273
Saskatoon: 306-934-3646
Winnipeg: 204-694-5364

PEI

A.L.P.A. Equipment
506-452-9818

QUEBEC

A.L.P.A. Equipment
Gaspésie: 506-826-2717

Bossé Quebec Inc.
Saint-Augustin-de- 
Desmaures: 418-878-2241

Moore JCB
Montreal: 514-333-1212

ONTARIO

Fulline JCB
Glencoe: 519-287-2840

Jade Equipment
Oro-Medonte/Orillia: 
705-325-2777

John’s Equipment 
Sales & Service
Frankford: 613-398-6522

Miller Technology
North Bay: 705-476-4343

ONTARIO
ReadyQuip Sales & 
Service Ltd.
Timmins: 705-268-7600

Moore JCB
Toronto, York & Peel 
Region: 416-747-1212

Reis JCB
Winchester: 613-774-2273
Dunvegan: 613-527-1501
Renfrew: 613-432-4133

WPE Landscape Equipment 
- JCB
Hamilton/Halton: 905-628-3055
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FOR MORE USED EQUIPMENT, VISIT

used.toromontcat.com
CONNECT WITH US

IF WE DON’T STOCK IT WE WILL FIND IT FOR YOU.

ANDY x3067 • GREG x5768 • JOE x3068 • SHAWN x3066

PLEASE CALL:
705-436-7770   or   1 800-771-9145

Fax: 705-436-7820

RECENT ARRIVALS
• 330B Rebuilt Swing drive p/n 114 1441 .......$6,950 exchange
• 938, 950, 962 GP buckets, new take off’s ......... $6,200 and up
• New CAT 420 pin on front bkt, c/w bolt on edge ...... $950 ea
• Numerous Fusion couplers, IT couplers all new take off’s .. 

 ....................................................................................... $1,800 ea
• 446D Side Dump new Cat unused 1.25 cu/yd .............$16,500
• 430E 30’’ rear bucket, new CAT ......................................$1,800
• Numerous Hydraulic cylinders rebuilt, Excavator and loader.
• Numerous new Cat surplus cutting edges and bucket teeth.

FINAL DRIVES & DIFFERENTIALS
• 740 Final Drive, reconditioned, p/n 3710565 ............... $22,500
• 324D Rebuilt final drives, new bearings/seals ........... $10,500
• 365B Rebuilt final drive, P/N 136 2956 (2) ...............$18,500 ea
• 345 Final drive 227 6045.................................................. $24,000
• 319/320/321/323 p/n 3530611 final drive open & insp .. $8,900

TRANSMISSIONS (REBUILT & TESTED)

• Rebuilt 950G trans, 114 8945...................... $18,300 exchange
• Rebuilt IT28G trans p/n 2013318 ............... $13,500 exchange
• Rebuilt 928G  trans p/n 177 0017 ............... $14,500 exchange
• IT18F transmission (1082075) .................... $10,500 exchange
• 988B Transmission p/n 3P9094 ....................  $25,850 outright
• 924 transmission rebuilt. p/n 1807503 ...... $11,200 exchange
• 980C rebuilt, p/n 6Y3197 h/d arrange ........$22,700 exchange
• New arrivals for tear down, 966H, 324D, 980G, 930H.

USED & RESTORED PARTS

CAT C15 Skid Mounted Gen Set
500 KW Standby at 600 volt, CSA 
Certified.  2019 model year with 2 hours.

$115,000

XQ500 Power Module
500 KW @ 600 Volt, Tier 4i, 0 hour 
overhaul, mobile emission certified

$375,000

Contact Pat McCart at: 1 800-771-9145 or 705-436-7770 or Cell: 416-522-8701 - Email: pmccart@toromont.com

US PRICING SUBJECTED TO ACTUAL EXCHANGE RATES AT TIME OF SALE. ALL UNITS ARE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.

WANTED USED GEN. SETS, INDUSTRIAL AND MARINE ENGINES

Contact Pat McCart at: 1 800-771-9145 or 705-436-7770 or Cell: 416-522-8701 - Email: pmccart@toromont.com

Dependable Alternative Toromont Rebuilt and Used Generator Sets. If you don’t see what you want, call me 
and I’ll get it for you. A transformer can be used to reduce 600 to 480 volts. For pictures please visit:

www.toromontpowersystems.com

2015 CASE 580SNWT BACKHOE LOADER $65,000
3,471 HRS 

2010 CAT 938H WHEEL LOADER $132,000
77,000 HRS 

1980 CAT D6D TRACTOR $22,000
 

1993 CAT D350D WATER TRUCK $18,900
16,293 HRS 

2010 CAT 545C SKIDDER $98,900
14,493 HRS 

2007 CAT 930G WHEEL LOADER $50,000
24,700 HRS 

1989 CAT 773B TRUCK $33,000
34,610 HRS 

2007 CAT D6NLGP TRACTOR $83,500
10,270 HRS 

2017 CAT 330FL EXCAVATOR $211,000
5,434  HRS 

2011 DEERE 2454D PROCESSOR $150,500
16,638 HRS 

2002 CAT 953C TRACK LOADER $30,000
24,792 HRS 

1995 CAT 950F WHEEL LOADER $32,000
8,825 HRS 

2007 CAT 345CL EXCAVATOR $95,000
15,714 HRS 

2000 DEERE 330LC EXCAVATOR $36,700
17,102 HRS 

2014 DEERE 903K HARVESTER $155,000
20,783 HRS 

2000 DEERE 450LC EXCAVATOR $47,700
8,322 HRS 

USED EQUIPMENT
1 866-325-0131

used.toromontcat.com
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CONNECTING
BUYERS & SELLERS
SINCE 1966.

2015 CAT 314E LCR
$135,000

2000 JOHN DEERE 330LC
$36,700

2015 JOHN DEERE 210G LC
$135,000

2017 VOLVO EC480EL
$390,000

2014 HITACHI ZX225USLC-5B
$169,000

2000 JOHN DEERE 450LC
$47,700

2014 JOHN DEERE 470G LC
$125,000

2013 VOLVO EC480D
$137,500

2015 CAT 336EL
$245,000

2007 CATERPILLAR 345CL
$95,000

2020 JOHN DEERE 300G LC
$369,000

2015 VOLVO EC160D
$132,500

EQUIPMENT OF THE WEEK
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TECHNOLOGY

By Peter Gibbons, regional technology 
manager at Finning Canada

�ere’s a reason the adoption of construc-
tion technology is gaining momentum. 
Its potential to improve jobsite operations 
gives companies a signi�cant competitive 
advantage by connecting worksites, mon-
itoring equipment, managing equipment 
costs and increasing productivity — even 
addressing challenges like remote site 
management. 

COVID-19 has impacted how we work. 
In the last year, technology has emerged 
as the real hero, mitigating the negative 
implications on the construction indus-
try while reducing costs, keeping project 
schedules on track and increasing jobsite 
security and safety. It has also shined a 
light on a big opportunity for construction 
companies to see technology as a way to 
transform business operations. 

Adapting to a new world 
When COVID hit, companies and deal-

ers had to quickly change their business 
practices to keep workers and customers 
safe, while continuing to meet needs and 
expectations. 

Almost overnight, construction industry 
best practices became insu�cient. Many 
jobsites started closing down, site visits 
were cancelled and face-to-face interactions 
were put on hold. Instead of a handshake, 
equipment sales and contracts were sealed 
via text message or virtual meetings. 

For those in the industry used to doing 
business in a more traditional way, this 
was a huge change, but necessity drives 
innovation and very quickly everyone start-
ed to adapt. 

Technology provided the ability for many 
construction companies to reduce the 
number of sta� on-site, allowing for social 
distancing and complying with health and 
safety regulations. As more COVID protocols 
were implemented there was an increased 
need to maximize project productivity, 
doubling down on not just health and safety, 
but scheduling and resourcing. 

Tools to stay connected 
Construction technology is not new, 

but there is now an increased focus on 
even greater connectivity. Advancements 
are happening fast, and companies are 
demanding more technology, better telem-
atics and even more data. From products 
to people to asset management and virtual 
meetings, technology is allowing businesses 
to operate safely. In turn, this lowers costs 
associated with maintaining e�ective rela-
tionships with teams and customers. 

Remote monitoring is a big asset in sup-
porting jobsites, by remotely providing 
quick, reliable and data-based technical 
troubleshooting. Digital status checks can 
give site managers insights into the right 

level of service through prioritization of 
critical repairs and the ability to review the 
assets’ overall health to determine which 
non-essential repairs can be delayed. 

Adoption of cloud-based project manage-
ment tools is giving operators immediate 
remote access to machines and the ability 
to identify issues quickly, saving money and 
keeping workers socially distanced. Almost 
every decision on a jobsite can now be made 
using a phone or tablet. Virtual training 
tools, videos and YouTube are also helping 
new operators get up to speed quickly, re-
ducing training time and on-site visits from 
equipment dealers. Other digital tools are 
helping to track and monitor equipment, 
check the status of ordered parts and, as 
a result, streamline the business process. 

Collaboration is key
COVID has shown how the success of a 

project depends on e�ective collaboration 
at every level of the business, from operators 
on-site to those working remotely or in 
the o�ce and even the dealer monitoring 
equipment performance. Technology has 
emerged as the solution to many issues — 
ensuring information, processes, software 
systems and equipment are all connected 
and working together to provide a real-time 
view of what is happening on the jobsite.

With changing restrictions and in-
creasingly complex logistics, everyone is 
demanding more information. 

Technology is not only providing re-
al-time intel into the status of the job, but 
also allowing teams to manage �nances, 
sign invoices and request easier ways of 
payment. For contractors who only get 
paid on progress, this type of technology is 
imperative to ensure project pro�tability. 

When telematics is enabled, the back-of-
�ce can pull data from the machines for 
bidding and billing purposes. �e accuracy 
of this type of accounting can be even fur-
ther enhanced through the use of drones 
and grade control technology, which can 
provide real-time intel into how much 
material needs to be moved and then track 
the progress and timing. 

A positive outlook 
Although the industry has weathered the 

storm to this point, there is still some uncer-
tainty about the future. COVID has forced 
many construction companies to embrace 
technology, both in the short-term and as 
a part of a long-term strategy. Companies 
adopting the technology understand how 
data, analytics and project management 
tools can help them get the job done faster, 
eliminating time-consuming and outdated 
manual processes. 

The silver lining of 2020 is that it has 
provided a better understanding of the 
value of technology and the systems and 
processes that create safer, more pro�table 
and productive jobsites. 

How the construction industry is using 
technology to weather the storm

Technology is redefining essential 
in a post-COVID world
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No PrObLeM!
No ShOwS...

Let Equipment Journal be your exhibitor.
Keep your presence alive by advertising 
your equipment and services to our 
audited circulation of 22,000 readers 
across Canada.

We offer affordable prices and great 
payment terms!

STAY
CONNECTED
TO YOUR
CUSTOMERS.

1-800-667-8541 or
advertise@equipmentjournal.com

For more information contact us at:

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

POWERTRAIN SPECIALISTS

TRANSMISSIONS - AXLES - STEERING

PARTS - EXCHANGE - REBUILDS

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED
6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5

Phone: 905 670 1704 Fax: 905 670 4790

Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704 WWW.TARTEN.COM

COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976

ALL MAKES
ALL MODELS

Kubota Corporation has introduced Kubota Diagnostics, an 
app designed to diagnose failures in construction machinery. 

�e app streamlines the failure diagnosis process in order 
to reduce downtime of the faulty machinery. It also helps 
improve the quality of after-sales service by collecting in-
formation about the nature of the fault. 

Kubota Diagnostics launched in the United States in 
December, and Kubota plans to continue the roll out of the 
app through 2021. 

Faulty products are typically repaired by service technicians 
at dealerships. Technicians will usually diagnose failures by 
referring to online manuals, which not only consumes time, 
but often requires making further calls to Kubota, resulting 
in prolonged machinery downtime.

Kubota Diagnostics provides a diagnostic �ow process 
for technicians to pinpoint failures based on error codes 
displayed on the driver’s control panel, and on actual symp-
toms. �e app uses 3D models and Augmented Reality (AR) 
to facilitate prompt, e�cient fault diagnosis, which helps 
reduce machinery downtime. 

Technicians can reference guidance on fault locations, 
based on 3D models and AR, by pointing the smartphone 
camera at the product, thereby improving work e�ciency.

As well, the app automatically displays inspection points 
and repair procedures upon entry of the error code or fault 
symptom generated by the machine, resulting in quick and 
e�cient diagnosis.

Product and fault information can be shared with tech-
nicians in real time to help improve work e�ciency as well 
as facilitate training for unskilled technicians.

Furthermore, the app enables Kubota to e�ciently collect 
information about the nature of any failure, which can be 
used to improve the quality of after-sales service, by pre-
dicting potential failures, and better re�ect customer needs 
in future product developments. 

Kubota Diagnostics app streamlines machinery troubleshooting

Trimble has announced version 5.40 
of Trimble Business Center o�ce soft-
ware, which adds new automation and 
integrates more data types.

As well, new subscription options 
also lower the point of entry — increas-
ing the accessibility and scalability 
for survey, mapping and engineering 
businesses.  

As the capture and processing of rich 
3D point cloud data becomes more 
common, tools to e�ciently extract 
information are critical to maximize 
productivity. To satisfy this need, Trim-
ble Business Center 5.40 introduces 
eCogAI software library, a fusion of 
Trimble’s eCognition technology and 
state-of-the-art Deep Learning AI, 
which automates the extraction of 
information from 3D point cloud data. 
�e powerful new tools dramatically 
reduce the time to create CAD and GIS 
linework and objects that are used to 

generate topographic plans, surface 
models and GIS database layers. 

Trimble Business Center 5.40 intro-
duces a new monitoring module that 
integrates deformation information 
from Trimble T4D Control software. 
�e new capabilities provide surveyors 
with the ability to view all relevant 
survey data within a single project 
environment, enabling quicker and 
more informed decisions for civil infra-
structure and mining applications.  

For tunnelling applications, en-
hancements to the Tunnelling module 
allow surveyors to rapidly compare 
3D point cloud data of the construc-
tion progress with the tunnel design. 
With an automated tunnel extraction 
routine and detailed mesh comparison 
models, the new capabilities signi�-
cantly reduce the effort to generate 
highly graphical as-built reports to 
enable rapid construction veri�cation.

�e new subscription plans enable 
businesses to more e�ectively manage 
and control their operating expenses. 
With new license management tools, 
administrators can assign licenses to 
individuals — efficiently matching 
software capabilities to personnel skills 
and project needs. 

“With the addition of Monitoring 
and Tunnelling modules and the new 
feature extraction capabilities, custom-
ers now have access to powerful new 
tools that enable them to start and stay 
in one software,” said Tim Lemmon, 
marketing director of Trimble Geo-
spatial Software. 

“�e new subscription plans make 
Trimble Business Center even more 
accessible for survey and construction 
professionals.”

�e subscription plans are expected 
to be available in the �rst quarter of 
2021. 

New software release allows users to start and stay in one office software

Trimble introduces Business Center 5.40
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Keep proven machines on the go with service & maintenance from Jade.

• Full shop repair facilities for minor & major service at our locations in Edmonton, AB & Orillia, ON.

• Plus completely equipped service trucks at both our locations for all levels of field repairs.

• Competitive rates and written estimates.

James Carignan, 
our Parts Manager 
in Edmonton, 
passed away 
unexpectedly at 
work on November 
30, 2020. Always 
the consummate 

salesman, James took great care to 
ensure his customers were happy and 
looked after. He was a powerful presence 
in the lives of those who knew him - a 
man of moral principles to the last, 
he was kind and generous to all who 
crossed his path. James had been with 
Jade for 17 years.

Canada’s Grader People and more

Edmonton, Alberta Toll Free: 1-800-663-0715 ● Orillia, Ontario Toll Free: 1-866-404-5233

www.jadeequipment.com ● info@jadeequipment.com

Simcoe County & District of Muskoka, Ontario

10807-209 Street, Edmonton, AB T5S 1Z7
Tel: 780-452-7021 ● Fax: 780-453-1477

47 Forest Plain Road, (Orillia) Oro-Medonte, ON L3V 0R4
Tel: 705-325-2777 ● Fax: 705-325-9777

Plus! We carry new, used 
and rebuilt parts.

Engines • Attachments • 
Cutting Edges • Tire Chains • 

Tires and Rims 
• Rebuilt Transmissions 

• Rebuilt Carrier Assemblies 
• Rebuilt Final Drives 

• Rebuilt Brake Assemblies 
• Rebuilt Clutches • Rebuilt 

Clutch & Brake Boosters 
• Rebuilt Hydraulic Cylinders 

• Hydraulic Pumps

WELCOME 2021

Call us to upgrade or add new lines to your equipment:

MILESTONES 
Guy Brooks 
retired on 
December 
31, 2020 
after 8 years 
of service at 
Jade. Guy 
was also well 

known for his many years of service at 
Champion Road Machinery Sales. We 
wish Guy and his family many years of 
health and happiness.

Happy Retirement Guy!

Steer AS has secured its first large scale 
autonomous truck contract at a quarry in 
Norway. 

Working with Romarheim AS, Steer is 
developing their technology to use in a �eet 
of autonomous dump trucks transporting 
stones on the west coast of Norway. 

“�is is a milestone for Steer. With this 
contract, we are taking a giant step from our 
�rst contract in 2009, which involved clear-
ing a large artillery range in the Norwegian 
mountains,” said Steer AS CEO Pål Ligård. 

�e project with Romarheim AS is innov-
ative on several levels. Previously, Steer’s 
remote-controlled construction equipment 
had primarily been utilized in projects where 
health and safety issues has been the main 
concern, such as clearing artillery ranges, 
or where the geographical conditions were 
challenging and dangerous. For the Romar-
heim project, the main focus has changed 
to utilize the technology for a more e�cient 
and cost-e�ective autonomous operation. 

“We can now utilize our technology with 

a customer within an industry with a lot of 
potential. �is is very exciting,” said Steer 
chairman Ketil Solvik Olsen. 

�e plan is to load autonomous trucks with 
stones, and these trucks will then follow a 
set route out of the quarry and dump the 
stones into a shaft leading down to a crush-
ing plant. “As you can understand, these are 
quite repetitive tasks, and this is a perfectly 
sized project to test our autonomous solution 
even further. 

In addition, Romarheim is a very for-
ward-thinking customer who is excited to 
be part of this innovation project,” said Steer 
co-founder Njål Arne Gjermundshaug. “We 
are able to develop our product through a 
clearly de�ned long term project.” 

�e plan is for the wheel loader operator, 
tasked with loading the �eet of trucks, to also 
be able to oversee and direct the trucks using 
an iPad from his seat in the cab. 

“At the start of the project, we will place 
drivers in the remote-controlled trucks as a 
precaution to ensure that the technology is 

working correctly and meeting expectations,” 
Gjermundshaug said. 

�e project is expected to start this spring. 
Steer is currently performing testing with 
miniature trucks in Oslo. 

“�is is to test the technology so it’s meet-
ing the expectations we have for precision, 
safety, usability and operation time,” Gjer-
mundshaug said. 

Due to a signi�cant increase in the interest 
in Steer’s technology, they are now in the 
process of expanding the workforce and the 
organization. 

“�is is our �rst major delivery of autono-
mous dump trucks in a global market, and 
we see a large potential,” Ligård said. 

In addition, the company have received 
NOK$2 million in grants from Innovation 
Norway. Now, Steer can focus on developing 
the technology for both the domestic and 
international market in mind. 

“We believe the market is substantial, 
especially in North-America and Australia,” 
Olsen said. 

�e launch of Steer on the international 
market was delayed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. An ongoing project at an oil re�n-
ery in United States had to be postponed, but 
despite the pandemic, Steer has experienced 
an increase of interest from potential new 
international customers. 

“�is is not the type of technology that you 
purchase online with a home delivery two 
days later. Our solutions need to be prop-
erly integrated with the customer’s existing 
technology; safety is the highest priority. 
Our experts would normally travel to the 
customer to oversee the integration. With 
the travel limitations, we have experienced 
in 2020, we have not been able to do this as 
initially planned. 

At the same time, by focusing on domestic 
projects, we have had a great opportunity to 
establish a partnership with Romarheim. 
�ey have so far been a dream partner for 
us as they are a serious, down to earth and 
trustworthy partner. �is may be bene�cial 
for both of us,” Olsen said. 

Steer AS lands its first large scale autonomous trucking contract

TruckIT is now able to integrate with 
Autodesk BIM 360, a construction manage-
ment software, which is part of the Autodesk 
Construction Cloud.

TruckIT streamlines hauling operations 
by automating manual processes through 
electronic ticketing, dispatching and re-
al-time reporting — all of which accelerate 
customer growth. 

By integrating with Autodesk, TruckIT 
is bringing an innovative solution into the 
heavy construction industry. 

While BIM 360 connects data and work-
flows from design to project delivery, 
TruckIT’s E-Ticketing solution eliminates 
the complications of paper ticket manage-
ment so dispatchers, contractors and 
inspectors can more e�ectively understand 
and verify ticket information from trucks. 

“Integrating with BIM 360 is a natural 
fit for TruckIT,” said Pace Davis, CEO of 
TruckIT. 

“Our customer base bene�ts from innov-
ative project management tools that speak 
to each other, resulting in pro�tability due 
to robust and actionable data insights. 
We’re excited to contribute to the ongoing 
advancement of new tech in construction.” 

Together, the two solutions streamline 
operations with heightened project visibility 
and stakeholder connectivity — o�ering 
prescriptive insights leading to informed 
decisions for optimal outcomes. 

By adding the TruckIT Partner Card to 
BIM 360, joint customers can reference 
TruckIT’s secure E-Ticket details including 
manifest data and ticket capture right on 

their project dashboards. 
�e integration empowers team members 

in the �eld and o�ce to anticipate issues 
and make informed project decisions.

“Manually transferring data and switch-
ing between di�erent applications can eat 
up valuable time for construction teams,” 
said James Cook, head of integrations at 
Autodesk Construction Solutions. “By 
tracking TruckIT’s e-ticketing and fleet 
management information on the BIM 360 
dashboard, customers can access more 
context right on the project home-page 
and make informed decisions while saving 
time.” 

The TruckIT product suite includes; 
dispatching, fleet management, materi-
al tracking, reporting/analytics and its 
patented AirTicket E-Ticketing solution. 
TruckIT was created to bring easy-to-use 
technology solutions to the industry for the 
bene�t of haulers, contractors and material 
producers. 

TruckIT can now integrate
with Autodesk BIM 360
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TORONTO
Bobcat of Toronto
416-679-4172
bobcattoronto.com

GREY BRUCE
Bobcat of Grey Bruce
519-372-9100
bobcatoftc.com

BRANTFORD
Bobcat of Brantford
519-752-7900
bobcatofbrantford.com

PARRY SOUND
Bobcat of Parry Sound Ltd.
705-342-1717
bobcatofparrysound.com

CORNWALL
Bobcat of Ottawa Valley
613-932-2034
bobcatov.com

KITCHENER
Bobcat of Tri-Cities Ltd.
1-866-214-3939
bobcatoftc.com

STRATTON
Stratton Equipment
807-483-5505
strattonequipment.com

SUDBURY
McDowell B Equipment Ltd.
705-566-8190
bmcdowell.com

LONDON
Bobcat of London
519-455-4900
bobcatoflondon.ca

FRANKFORD
John’s Equipment
613-398-6522
bobcat.johnsequipmentsales.com

TORONTO EAST
Bobcat of Toronto
416-679-4171
bobcattoronto.com

OTTAWA
Bobcat of Ottawa Valley
613-831-5166
bobcatov.com

BARRIE
Bobcat of Barrie
1-888-637-RENT
bobcatbarrie.com

HAMILTON
Bobcat of Hamilton
905-643-3177
bobcatofhamilton.com

STRATFORD
Bobcat of Stratford
519-393-6040
bobcatofstratford.ca

CASSELMAN
Bobcat of Ottawa Valley
613-764-2033
bobcatov.com

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED BOBCAT DEALERS 

COURTICE
Bobcat of Durham East Ltd.
905-404-9990
bobcatofdurhameast.com

PETERBOROUGH
Bobcat of Peterborough
705-748-9119
bobcatofpeterborough.com

When Daniel Lefebvre, owner of Gestion 
DMJ Management first started his business 
in 2007 he started out as a residential 
contractor. He soon realized he felt more 
comfortable in commercial, institutional 
and government construction. Daniel grew 
up in the small town of Abitibi, Quebec but 
moved to Gatineau to expand his expertise in 
design build, infrastructure, school and field 
improvements.  His company has continued 
to grow over the years with two locations in 
Ottawa and Quebec, earning 300k a year to 
$25 million a year and now having over 30 
employees. What Daniel says sets them apart 
from other contractors is the unique vision, 
design expertise and their budget conscious 
approach. 

When asked why they chose Bobcat® 
machines, Daniel said “they are user friendly, 

their price point is excellent, they are low 
maintenance and we get great customer 
service from our dealer. Bobcat of Ottawa 
Valley has three locations and have mechanics 
in-house to provide us the best customer 
service.”

Daniel decided he wanted to purchase a 
bigger excavator, so he wouldn’t have to sub-
contract that part of his work out anymore, 
providing more opportunity for his company.  
He located Bobcat of Ottawa’s Carp location 
and met up with Max Bisson, sales specialist, 
to discuss their eight-ton excavator. He also 
did his homework with other brands but there 
were more advantages than disadvantages 
with Bobcat machines so a week and a half 
later, Daniel purchased the Bobcat E85 
compact excavator.

Daniel said it was a no brainer for him as 
he has been completely satisfied with the 
other Bobcat machines he already owns; a 

Bobcat E35 compact excavator, and a T450 
compact track loader.  He likes to operate 
the excavator himself as he grew up working 
around machinery and finds it to be a great 
stress releaser. Operating the new Bobcat E85, 
he finds it’s very comfortable, and is greatly 
satisfying to see where he first started and the 
end result after using this machine. 

When asked how he likes working with 
Max, he replied “Max Bisson is a good 
looking guy. He is honest and comes from 
the same environment as me, sharing the 
same small town values I grew up with. He is 
knowledgeable and dedicated towards service. 
I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend him and 
Bobcat of Ottawa Valley.”

Thanks Daniel.

WINDSOR
Bobcat of Windsor
844-807-0120
bobcatwindsor.com

Daniel Lefebvre, owner of Gestion DMJ Management 
pauses is his new Bobcat E85 compact excavator 
to take a picture with his Bobcat sales specialist, 
Max Bisson from Bobcat of Ottawa Valley at his 
current jobsite at uOttawa Gee-Gees �eld.

“Bobcat machines are user friendly, 
their price point is excellent, they are 
low maintenance...”
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JLG Industries’ all-electric DaVinci 
AE1932 scissor lift, which features 
zero hydraulics, is now available. 

As the lift does not use hydraul-
ics, the DaVinci AE1932 is able to 
help eliminate jobsite leaks, while 
its battery power supply produces 
zero emissions to help control job-
site pollution. 

�e 5.79-metre scissor lift is pur-
pose-built for applications where 
stringent environmental regula-
tions must be met. 

�e machine has a compact foot-
print, weighs 1,564.89 kg and 25 per 
cent gradeability. 

Every component on the DaVinci 
scissor lift is optimized — including 
the control, lift, drive and steering 
systems — to reduce the machine’s 
energy consumption by up to 70 
per cent, compared to a traditional 
scissor lift. The reduced energy 
consumption allows for the use of 
a single, lithium-ion battery.

“The DaVinci AE1932 scissor 
lift represents the next generation 
of electri�cation,” said Shashank 
Bhatia, senior director of engin-
eering for mobile elevated work 
platforms at JLG. 

“While there is no shortage of 
battery-powered or electric scissor 
lifts on the market today, these 
other models continue to include 
hydraulic cylinders for actuation, 
which require hydraulic oil for 
operation, leaving the possibility 
open for messy leaks on sensitive 
jobsites. JLG continues to push the 
envelope in innovation around the 
entire construction ecosystem, 
from our rental partners to job 
sites. �is new JLG all-electric ma-
chine unlocks new possibilities and 
applications where these types of 

machines could not be used in the 
past due to concerns surrounding 
leaks.”

Distributed architecture 
�e DaVinci lifts use a distributed 

architecture where each system — 
lift, drive and steer — is connected 
independently, helping to reduce 
voltage drops and latency, while 
enabling the control system on the 
scissor to connect and communi-
cate directly with each system. 

Since the control system is fully 
connected to the entire machine, 
the DaVinci scissor is able to trans-
mit data back to operators, fleet 
managers and service technicians 
via Bluetooth and cellular net-
works. �is sets the stage for new 
features like the DaVinciGo app, 
which delivers real-time machine 
health and battery status infor-
mation. �is provides the ability 
for service technicians to perform 
remote diagnostics and push over-
the-air software updates.

�e drive system on the all-elec-
tric DaVinci lift is built with 
permanent magnets, which gen-
erate torque and create motion 
to spin the motor. According to 
JLG, it is estimated that permanent 
magnet performance can increase 
the e�ciency of a motor by up to 20 
to 30 per cent, on average. As well, 
motors with permanent magnets 
have a long life and do not require 
serviceability. 

Li� System
The DaVinci lift system is de-

signed with an electromechanical 
lift actuator, which replaces the 
hydraulic cylinder design of trad-
itional electric scissor lifts. As the 

lift does not include hydraulics, the 
AE1932 does not leak, which means 
it can be used without diapers.

“�e simpli�ed design makes the 
AE1932 noticeably di�erent when 
working at height,” said Rafael 
Nunez, senior product manager 
of scissor and vertical lifts at JLG. 

“Traditional battery-powered 
lifts have hoses routed through-
out the scissor stack, whereas the 
DaVinci lift has no hoses for a clean, 
modern appearance with signi�-
cantly reduced maintenance and 
service requirements.” 

Furthermore, the DaVinci scissor 
lift system is engineered to recover 
energy as the platform descends. 
�e recaptured energy is stored in 
the battery to help maximize use 
between charges. 

Reduced tire scrubbing
For smooth operation of the 

lift, the independent controllers 
of the DaVinci’s steering system 
are designed to help reduce tire 
scrubbing on jobsites, which helps 
control tire wear and limit damage 
to sensitive �ooring. 

As well, the AE1932’s intuitive 
steering system allows DaVinci 
lift operators to easily manoeuvrer 
the machine into and around, nar-
row-access and space-restricted 
areas to complete work where it’s 
needed. 

Quick charging
DaVinci lifts can be fully charged 

in as little as three and a half hours, 
increasing its utilization through-
out the workday. 

In comparison, traditional elec-
tric lifts require up to three times 
longer to charge. 

For additional productivity gains, 
the system can also be quickly 
charged in 5 minutes or less for 
about 30.48 metres of drive, plus 
enough torque for loading.

�e DaVinci’s lithium-ion battery 
can last up to 10-years, according 
to JLG, which means the battery 
should not need to be replaced, or 
require maintenance, throughout 
the entire design-life of the scissor 
lift.

�e DaVinci lift also features an 
advanced battery management 
system to monitor the machine’s 
charge and usage, while providing 
diagnostic information about the 
battery and charge systems via the 
DavinciGo App.

DaVinci specs
�e AE1932 scissor lift includes 

an indoor/outdoor 275 kg capacity 
rating. �e DaVinci also has a 6.44 
km per hour travel speed, which is 

up to twice as fast as a traditional 
scissor lift. �is enables the ma-
chine to move quickly around 
jobsites. 

A �rst for JLG, the lift includes 
progressive elevated drive speed to 
enhance productivity. �is function 
slows the unit down as its elevated, 
instead of 0.8 km per hour like a 
standard scissor lift. 

DaVinci lifts also comply with 
the latest ANSI and CSA industry 
standards, featuring a load-sensing 
system, self-closing gate and the 
JLG QuikFold rail system. 

It comes standard with JLG 
Mobile Control, allowing users to 
drive, steer and load the scissor lift 
from any iOS or Android mobile 
device.

“With its productivity features 
for end-users, the DaVinci AE1932 
scissor lift sets a new benchmark in 
the industry for both performance 
and maintenance,” Nunez said. 

A SCISSOR LIFT RENAISSANCE
JLG’s new DaVinci AE1932 scissor lift sets new industry benchmark
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Phone: 1-800-667-8541
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Website link on equipmentjournal.com for $500/year or $300/year (plus applicable taxes) with your paid advertisement in Equipment Journal.

Components, Engines & Parts  / Service & Repairs

MOOREJCB.COM

WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED JCB DEALER FOR:

SOME
RESTRICTIONS

APPLY. CALL
FOR DETAILS*

SALES / RENTALS / PARTS / SERVICE

TORONTO
370 OAKDALE RD.,
TORONTO, ON M3N 1W5
1-800-561-3212 / (416)-747-1212
WEST
Nick D’Onofrio - 416-417-1539
ndonofrio@moorejcb.com
EAST
Troy Leikauf - 647-206-6663
tleikauf@moorejcb.com

MONTREAL
4955 CHEMIN ST FRANÇOIS,

ST. LAURENT, QC H4S 1P3
1-800-363-4958 / (514)-333-1212

Marc-Andre Delisle - 514-835-4066
madelisle@dickiemoore.com

Pierre Riberdy - 514-821-5779
priberdy@moorejcb.com

 » Backhoe Loaders
 » Skid Steer Loaders
 » Compact Track Loaders
 » Wheel Loaders

 » Hydraulic Excavators
 » Hydradig
 » Access Lifts
 » Mini Excavators

 » Telescopic Loadalls
 » Rough Terrain Forklifts
 » Compaction Equipment
 » Light Equipment

72
FOR

UP TO

MONTHS

0%

2TS-7T TELESKID2TS-7T TELESKID2TS-7T TELESKID2TS-7T TELESKID2TS-7T TELESKID2TS-7T TELESKID2TS-7T TELESKID
Operating Capacity: 2,096 lb
Operating Weight: 9,914 lb
Gross Engine Power: 74 hp

1CXT BACKHOE1CXT BACKHOE1CXT BACKHOE1CXT BACKHOE1CXT BACKHOE1CXT BACKHOE1CXT BACKHOE
Loader Bucket Breakout: 1,466 lb
Max. Dig Depth: 10’1”
Gross Engine Power: 49 hp

Pictured here at the 2017 National Heavy 
Equipment Show, is a 1930s era Caterpillar 
Model �irty crawler tractor. 

�e Historical Construction Equipment 
Association of Canada are long-time partici-
pants at the show, where more than 12,000 
visitors took part in the latest event. 

HCEA Canada volunteers set up an infor-
mation booth for visitors to view how our 
country was built by the men and machines 
from Confederation onward. Always present 
is a pristinely restored machine that may 
bring up memories for the older visitors 
and at the same time, shows the evolution 
of equipment for today's operators, mech-
anics and owners. �is brilliantly restored 
Caterpillar 30 crawler tractor is part of the 
James Dick antique construction equipment 
collection, based in Bolton, Ontario. 

With the amalgamation of innovator crawl-
er tractor manufacturers, Best & Holt, the 
Caterpillar Tractor Company came about in 
1925. �e combined product line included 
several small crawler tractors for agricultural, 

construction and logging applications, one 
of which was the Model 30. It was powered 
by a 22.4 kW (30-horsepower hence the 
model designation) 4-cylinder gasoline 
engine. Smaller models — including the 10, 
15, 20 — were manufactured and then came 
along the diesel engine. More than 20,000 
Model 30s were produced in the decade that 
ended in 1932. 

HCEA Canada events always feature these 
smaller gas crawlers up through the years 
of the early diesel powered D6, D7 and D8 
tractors and into the 1960s D9's.

Hopefully, restrictions due to COVID-19 
will be lifted somewhat so that our 2021 June 
and October events can proceed. 

To see more than 60 restored pieces of 
vintage construction equipment in action 
be sure to attend the Historical Construction 
Equipment Association (HCEA) Canada’s 
2021 events, including Wheels & Tracks in 
Motion, held in June, and the Last Blast in 
October. Both events are held at the Simcoe 
County Museum near Barrie, Ontario. 
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Mecalac’s  AS900tele tele-
scopic swing loader has 
arrived in North America. 

The new machine com-
bines the compactness of 
Mecalac’s AS Swing Load-
er Series with telescopic 
technology to provide ver-
satility on the jobsite. The 
84-litre-per-minute auxiliary 
hydraulics further increase 
�exibility, allowing use with a 
range of attachments, includ-
ing mowers, road sweepers 
and earth augers. 

Functioning as a loader, 
telehandler or landscaping 
tool, the AS900tele reduces 
the need for additional 
equipment.

“When you rely on one ma-
chine for each task, a jobsite 
can end up looking more 
like a parking lot,” said Peter 

Bigwood, general manager 
for Mecalac North Amer-
ica. “Reducing the need for 
additional equipment and 
streamlining the jobsite is at 
the heart of Mecalac’s design 
philosophy, including the 
AS900tele. It’s good for the 
contractor, the client and the 
environment.” 

The 7,250-kg AS900tele 
features Mecalac’s swing 
design. 

Operators can swivel 
the fully loaded bucket 90 
degrees on either side. As 
well, with the rotated bucket, 
�lling trenches or carrying 
pipes requires minimum 
operating space. 

On a road project, for ex-
ample, this rotation limits 
necessary space, requiring 
only a single lane closure 

rather than the two lane clos-
ure needed for traditional 
loaders. For a congested 
urban jobsite, this �exibility 
allows for optimal equip-
ment positioning in con�ned 
spaces.

With a lifting height of 4.72 
metres and outreach of 3.5 
metres, the AS900tele allows 
operators to minimize repo-
sitioning while maximizing 
reach. �e AS900tele also has 
a carrying capacity of 2,270 
kg at full extension, provid-
ing enough power for tasks 
such as loading walking �oor 
trailers or waste handling. 
�e machine can be paired 
with a range of attachments, 
including pallet forks, buck-
ets, brushes, snowplows and 
hedge trimmers. 

Furthermore, the AS900tele 

features three steering 
options — two-wheel, four-
wheel and crab. �is allows 
operators to simultaneously 
drive, pivot and manoeuvrer 
regardless of ground condi-
tions. 

Combined with the swivel 
arm, it results in a 20 per cent 
smaller turning radius com-
pared to traditional wheel 
loaders.

Even with the wide range 
of motion, the AS900tele of-
fers increased stability with 
a well-balanced design and 
an automatically locking rear 
axle, which allow operators 
to safely manoeuvrer in all 
positions and on all terrains. 

“All the AS Series units 
were designed around a 
single idea — how do we im-
prove the articulated loader 

to provide better e�ciency 
and streamline the worksite,” 
Bigwood said. 

“�e AS900tele takes that 
innovation a step further, 

replacing two or even three 
other machines without 
sacri�cing the productivity 
or safety of Mecalac’s swing 
loader.” 
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Mecalac’s AS900tele arrives in North America

�e new TB257FR from Takeuchi-US features 
a patented side-to-side offset boom that 
combines with a tight tail swing enabling it 
to rotate fully with minimal overhang. 

�is ability makes the compact excavator 
ideal for working in a variety of con�ned 
jobsites including road and bridge work, city 
streets and in between buildings.

“Takeuchi is excited to o�er our customers 
the TB257FR excavator,” said Keith Kramlich, 
national product and training manager at 
Takeuchi-US. 

�e TB257FR features an operating weight 
of 5,790 kg, a dig depth of 3.9 metres, a max-
imum reach of 6.2 metres, bucket breakout 
force of 4,731 kg, and provides excellent 
working range and performance. 

�e side-to-side boom feature enables the 
TB257FR to dig o�set to the right or left side 
of the excavator, without needing to repos-
ition the machine. To enhance stability, this 
feature allows more of the counterweight 
to remain in line with the centre of the ma-
chine. Another advantage of this system is 
the boom’s ability to be stowed over centre. 
�is allows the TB257FR to perform a full 
rotation just outside the width of the track. 

“Takeuchi’s commitment to our tradition 
of innovation and advancing technology is 
showcased in this machine,” Kramlich said. 
“�e patented side-to-side o�set boom al-
lows for greater working versatility, and the 
low centre of gravity and optimized counter-
weight placement creates an extremely stable 
platform with lifting capabilities similar to 
that of a conventional machine.”

The TB257FR compact excavator is 
powered by a Kubota V2403-CR-TE5B turbo-
charged diesel engine, which delivers 52.3 
hp and 141.5 foot-pounds of torque. 

A DOC and DPF exhaust aftertreatment 
system ensures compliance with current 
EPA emission standards and provides en-
vironmentally friendly operation.

An available cab for the TB257FR excav-
ator provides an automotive styled interior 
equipped with air conditioning, heat, defrost, 
windshield wiper and washer, skylight with 
sunshade, Bluetooth radio and a high back 
suspension seat with head rest. 

�e cab of the TB257FR is designed spe-
ci�cally to minimize fatigue and keep the 
operator comfortable throughout the work-
day. 

Takeuchi’s latest compact excavator includes 
a patented side-to-side offset boom
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NEW HIRES & APPOINTMENTS IN THE HEAVY EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY

After more than four decades in the heavy 
equipment industry, Guy Brooks has an-
nounced his retirement. 

After finishing high school, Brooks en-
tered Fleming College’s two-year Heavy 
Equipment Technician program in 1972 in 
Lindsay, Ontario.

After graduation, he joined Harnden and 
King Construction as a mechanic helper, and 
would join Dominion Road Machinery (later 
called Champion Road Machinery Sales) as 
an apprentice mechanic in 1975. 

Around 1977, he started working on Ea-
siPour curb machines, which he has been 
involved with since, as well as motor graders.

“I made it through the recession of 1980 
only being voluntarily laid o� for one week. 
My only layo� in 46 years,” Brooks said. 

His work with curb machines expanded 
with trips to Newfoundland, Quebec City, 

the Maritimes, Sault St Marie and all across 
southern Ontario. 

In 1986, he changed roles and became a 
satellite technician looking after machines, 
mainly motor graders in the Region of Peel, 
Simcoe County, Du�erin County and Region 
of Durham.

Around 2006, he started work as a custom-
er service rep at Champion Road Machinery, 
and two years later became service man-
ager, until 2008 when Champion was sold 
to Strongco.

“At Strongco, I looked after the big shop 
until a job opened up as a customer service 
rep looking after the GTA, then Simcoe, Dur-
ham, Peterborough and Muskoka regions,” 
Brooks said. 

In 2012, Brooks joined Jade Equipment as 
a product support sales rep.

‘I was working with Ric Ross, who had been 

my boss for several times over the previous 
22 years at Champion,” Brooks said.

His job title eventually changed to service 
manager in 2015. On Dec. 31, 2020, Brooks 
retired from Jade Equipment.

“�ere were some long days and a lot of 
kilometres driven. I’ve worked with some 
great people and some great customers,” 
he said. 

Brooks and his wife Cathy, have raised two 
children and now have two grandchildren. 
He says he now looks forward to starting the 
next chapter in life. 

“I will spend some time with the grand-
children, do some kayaking, photography, 
�nish o� some projects that I have not had 
time to do and do the odd cruise if they ever 
start up again,” he said. 

Guy Brooks retires 
from Jade Equipment

Guy Brooks

Case Construction Equipment has 
announced Terry Dolan will join the 
company as its new head of sales and 
marketing in North America. 

Dolan is a longtime construction 
industry executive who previously 
worked in the Case organization in 
various strategic, sales, marketing and 
training roles. 

He has spent the last 20 years lead-
ing major global brands in sales and 
marketing positions, and will now 
lead Case’s commercial operations in 
North America.

“We are fortunate to have someone of 
Terry’s calibre and experience lead our 
North American sales and marketing 

team,” said Leandro Lecheta, head of 
construction — North America at CNH 
Industrial. 

“His customer-focused leadership 
and deep knowledge of the industry 
will build on the growth initiated by 
our most recent innovations in product 
and support.”

Dolan lives in Wisconsin and will be 
based out of the company’s headquar-
ters in Racine. 

“I’m looking forward to rejoining 
the Case organization as I’ve always 
had a great passion for the construc-
tion industry — my home o�ce is still 
�lled with Case memorabilia and I look 
forward to leading this iconic Amer-

ican brand into its next generation,” 
Dolan said. “The Case team’s focus 
on practical innovation and intuitive 
solutions, its gains in sustainability 
and alternative fuels, and the brand 
purpose of building communities all 
establish the foundation that will drive 
our accelerated growth.”

Dolan takes over for George Preo-
canin, who is retiring after more than 
36 years in the CNH Industrial and 
Case organizations.

“George is highly respected through-
out our entire organization, and while 
we will miss him, we also wish him the 
best as he enjoys his well-deserved 
retirement,” Lecheta said. 

Terry Dolan joins Case Construction Equipment

Superior Industries has ap-
pointed Ed Sauser as its next 
product manager for vibra-
tory processing equipment. 

Next year, Sauser will 
celebrate 33 years of serving 
the aggregates industry in 
product management and 
engineering roles.

With Sauser’s new role, 
product manager Mark 
Crooks will dedicate more 
time to guiding the success 
of Superior's new pre-en-
gineered Fusion Modular 
Platform Systems. Crooks 
was the vibratory product 
manager since 2017.

Superior Industries en-
gineers and manufactures 
bulk material processing 

and handling equipment 
and components. Based in 
Minnesota, the manufactur-
er supplies bulk crushing, 
screening, washing and 
conveying systems plus all 
related parts and services 
for industries like aggregates 
and mining. 

 Superior Industries appoints new 
product manager

Ed Sauser

�e Toro Company has an-
nounced that Edric Funk, 
previously managing direc-
tor of the company’s Center 
for Technology, Research 
& Innovation (CTRI), has 
been promoted to general 
manager of Sitework Sys-
tems at Toro. 

Funk’s  new role wil l 
consist of managing the 
day-to-day operations and 
strategic vision for Sitework 
Systems. Funk succeeds 
Peter Moeller, who has tran-
sitioned to vice president 
of International Business 
at Toro. 

“We are excited for Edric 
to take this next important 
step at Toro in managing 
the business operations 
for the Sitework Systems 

Business,” said Rick Rodier, 
group vice president of the 
construction, contractor 
and residential business-
es of The Toro Company. 
“We’re con�dent that Edric 
will be able to apply his di-
verse background and skills 
in strategy development, 
product management and 
leading teams to help bring 
even more success to the 
Sitework Systems Business 
team.”

With a career at  The 
Toro Company spanning 
more than 20 years, Funk 
has served in various roles 
across several businesses. 
Funk started as an engineer 
in the company’s landscape 
contractor business, be-
fore holding marketing 

positions in the residential 
and landscape contractor, 
international and commer-
cial divisions.

In 2017, after serving as 
director of global product 
management for the Com-
mercial and International 
Divisions, Funk was named 
the director of the CTRI, 
fur ther  expanding his 
responsibilities with the 
addition of the engineer-
ing technical services team 
in 2019. 

Funk holds a bachelor 
of science degree in agri-
cultural engineering from 
the University of Minnesota 
and an MBA with a focus 
on marketing and strategic 
management from the 
University of Minnesota’s 

Carlson School of Manage-
ment. 

He also earned a pro-
fessional certificate in 
innovation and technology 
from MIT.

 Funk’s new responsibil-
ities at �e Toro Company 
went into e�ect on Novem-
ber 1. 

Edric Funk to Lead Toro’s Sitework Systems

Edric Funk

Terry Dolan
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For more information contact: 

J.J Lyons  
jjlyons@strongco.com
Mississauga Ontario 
1.800.268.7004 
1.905.565.3857

ALBERTA
Acheson 
877.948.3515
Calgary 
800.342.6523
Fort McMurray 
855.799.4201
Grande Prairie  
888.513.9919 
Red Deer 
866.950.3473

ATLANTIC
Dartmouth 
800.565.1916
Moncton 
800.332.3338
Mount Pearl 
888.542.2202

ONTARIO
Burlington 
800.668.9575
Kitchener 
800.265.2488
London (Lambeth) 
800.265.4762
Mississauga 
800.268.7004
Ottawa 
800.822.3308
Sudbury (Lively) 
800.267.9833
Thunder Bay 
800.465.5080

QUÉBEC
Baie-Comeau 
866.996.3091
Boucherville 
877.674.8380
Chicoutimi 
800.323.1724
Laval 
800.363.6789
St-Augustin  
800.463.2662
Trois-Rivières 
855.840.0828
Val-d’Or 
800.561.4192

2018 Volvo SD115B, 60 hrs, heat, AC, 2 freq. 
amp., flow divider traction system, padfoot shell, 
lifetime frame warranty. $170,000

2018 Volvo DD1050SC, 320 hrs, heat, AC, 2-bar 
drum water system, 2 freq. drum, impact spacing 
meter, temp gauge kit. $153,000

2016 Volvo DD110B, 715 hours, urethane indoor 
and outdoor scraper, high freq. amplitude, water 
pump, infrared temperature transmitter.    
 $113,000

2015 Volvo L70G, 2700 hrs, hyd. coupler, boom 
suspension, rear view camera, extra work lights, 
heated air susp. seat, 3 yd. bucket  $127,500

2018 Volvo L250H, 5600 hrs, rehandling pkg, 
boom susp., comfort drive control, auto lube, 8 yrd 
bucket, warranty  $390,000

2017 Volvo EC480EL, 2300 hrs, 36’’ triple grouser 
pads, rear & side cameras, removable counterweight, 
coupler, 84” & 55” buckets. $390,000

2013 Volvo EC480D, 36” triple grouser tracks, 
climate control, heated suspension seat, joystick 4 
switch controls, 54’’ bucket.  $137,500

2012 Volvo EC380D, 10,500 hrs, 36’’ triple grouser 
track pads, Q/C, heat, 48 “ bucket, roller guards.   
 $92,500

2004 Volvo L110E, 3rd function hydraulics, boom 
suspension, Q/C, extra work lights, 4.5 yd. bucket.  
 $85,000 

2004 Volvo L60E, 3rd function hydraulics, AC, 
boom suspension, full fenders, Q/C, 2.5 yd. 
bucket  $55,000

2014 Volvo A30F, 5400 hrs, wide tires, exhaust 
body heat, heated side mirrors, colour rear view 
camera, foldable front spill guard. $270,000

2016 Volvo DD110B, 750 hours, urethane indoor 
and outdoor scraper, high freq. amp., irrigation 
water pump, infrared temp. transmitter. $88,000

2018 Volvo DD120C, 895 hrs, high freq. 2 amp., 
intelligent compaction, compaction assist, drum 
spray water pump. $125,900

2018 Volvo DD105, 130 hrs, 2-bar water system, 
canopy, impact spacing meter, temp gauge kit, 
back up alarm, rotating beacon.  $132,150

2005 Volvo A40D, 14,000 hours , tailgate, heated 
suspension seat, good rubber, clean unit. 
 $135,000

2011 Volvo A30F, 6700 hrs, tailgate, exhaust body 
heat, heated air suspension seat, colour rear view 
camera, heated rear view mirrors. $195,000

2008 Volvo A30E, 12,100 hours, 3000 hrs on new 
engine, exhaust body heat, new tires, very clean 
unit.  $145,000

2015 Volvo EC160D, 3500 hrs, 28” tracks, 2 
pump dbl acting hyd., hyd. coupler, 36” dig bucket, 
60” hyd. tilt ditch bucket, hyd. thumb.  $132,500
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2015 CAT 730C 3,710 HOURS, TAILGATE, HEATED 
BODY, 23.5R25 MICHELIN, V.G. CONDITION.  

$279,000

2017 CAT D5K2 XL 1330 HRS, EROPS, GRADE 
CONTROL, 20” PADS.  

$132,000

2014 CAT 730C 3,275 HRS, WIDE TIRES, TAILGATE, 
HB, VG CONDITION.  

ASKING $320,000

2016 CAT 930K 4765 HRS, EROPS, 3RD VALVE, 
20.5R25.  

ASKING $149,000

2012 CAT 349EL 5334 HOURS, 12’10” STICK, 
DEDICATED COUPLER, 2 BUCKETS, FOB EDMONTON.  

$249,000

2019 KOMATSU PC238USCL-11 1,945 HOURS, 
9’6” STICK, HYD. THUMB, Q/C. AUTO-LUBE.  

FOR SALE OR RENTFOR SALE OR RENT

2015 CAT 336EL 5140 HOURS, BKT, COUPLER, HP 
TOOL CONTROL, AUTO LUBE, 12’10” STICK.   

$255,000$255,000

(2) NEW/UNUSED CAT CS66B 84” SMOOTH 
DRUM, A/C, CAB, PADSHELL KIT AVAILABLE.  

$177,000/$185,000$177,000/$185,000

2014 VOLVO A30G 5,010 HRS, WIDE TIRES, 
TAILGATE, HEATED BOX, OWNED SINCE NEW.  

$290,000

2015 CAT 335FLCR 3350 HRS, Q/C, AUX. HYD.  
ASKING $259,000

2014 KOMATSU PC228USCL-10 3,865 HRS, 9’ 8” 
STICK, Q/C, AUX., HYD.

$167,000

2014 HITACHI ZX225USLC-5B 2,410 HRS, 
HYD. THUMB, Q/C, AUX. HYD., 48” BUCKET.  
 $169,000

2015 CAT 314EL 3,850 HRS, 
BLADE, Q/C, AUX. HYD.  

ASKING $135,000

2015 CAT 321D LCR 4115 HOURS, 31” PADS, L/S, 
Q/C, AUX HYD. $179,000

RENTED

NeW YeAr, NeW StArT.

2014 HITACHI ZX225USLC-5B 2,410 HRS, 
HYD. THUMB, Q/C, AUX. HYD., 48” BUCKET.  

$169,000

2015 CAT 314EL 3,850 HRS, 
BLADE, Q/C, AUX. HYD.  

ASKING $135,000




